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such considera~ions. as food,

supplies, diseases of .. the most virulent tl'])e, lack of

l: ~~.t~.~liness and
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Also~

comfort in. the hotels., and .an . over-abundance

pests such. as mosqui toe, fleas, scorpioJ:ls,
.and so on,
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not been conducive to travel, and even at this time

one may, in a way, pioneer in a private exploration of an
"age-ol:d·c1V1lization,
·the racks ,of travel bureaus s.re<full,:of.
all.uring "pamphlets. · A' great highway• which will. permit , E'·
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. automobile tra.nei t into .Mexico proper even in the wet season,
, -1

is in the process of construction, and will be· ready for
uee in a few mo11ths.

New hotels of the modern type are

being built in the principal towns throughout the country.
Recently, the Southern Pacific company announced an airconditioned trainwhich will carry tourists thr'oughout
Mexico in comfort.
The Mexican

gover~ent

has become jealous of its

reputation,. and has declared in forceful terms tha. t the .
country is as safe for the traveler as is the United States,
and it has punished severely writers who have sought to depict
any of the less glamorous side of the life of its people.

1

They are eager for tourist travel,·and the moneys which such
travel will bring into the country •
. It is probably true that these very inducements will
serve their purpose in bringing thousands of tourists to
Mexico, but it is just as true that sooner or later the
civilization will become less primitive, less romantic, and
far less attractive to the student.

Already such contacts

have proved unfortunate, and one must push farther and
farther into the unspoiled and lesser visited country to
catch the real flavor of Mexican life.
1 In Edna Ferber's book of short stories, Thef Brou~t Their
Women, the title story deals with a group o Amer can · . .
business men who took their wives with them on a trip into
Mexico. Incidentally, she mentions the mosquitoes and
pests, and it is said in Mexico City that Miss Ferber was
.
denied admission to Mexico the summer following the publication of the book. She had violated the code--and the
authorities punished her.

However, at the present time, astonishingly little
attention is paid to the arts and crafts of Me:ltico ,except
by the student artist, and

mu~

of his interest is due to

the fact that one of the tendencies. of modern art is toward
primitive simplicity, and here is excellent material close
at hand for his study.
Everyone interested in visiting Mexico should familiar•
ize himself' with its arts and crafts, for it has been truly
said that "art is the expression of life," 1 and the·whole
Mexican civilization is inextricably interwoven with its arts •.
It.is. the purpose of this thesis, not to exhaust the
· subject treated, but rather to present the art of Mexico in
such a way that students of the subject, or prospective
tourists, may feel the tremendous interest which Mexican arts
warrant; that they may have a clearer view of the background,
the civilization, both past and present, of our "next door
neighbors," the development of which has produced these
va~ied

arts and crafts; and finally, to provide some guide,

some criteria for the judgment and the selection of the best
that Mexican art offers at the present time.
I have drawn .freely upon my own experiences in traveling
in Mexico in the hope that the reader may become aware of
some of the highlights of' the situation as it appears to the
art student; tha ~--more people may become aware of the .faseinatitlg possibilities of travel in this nearby country which is
l John Van Dyke, The Meaning of" Pictures, Charles Scribner .1 s
Sons, 1924, p. 94.

not only easy and inexpensive to reach, but ..m.:ichholds
forth a dei"inite promise of delight to any visitor; .and
i"inally, that the reader may realize that civilization is
playing a jig-tune in Mexico, and that, before many years
have passed, much of the romantic appeal of the country a.a
it is now will undoubtedly be dispelled in the web of
industrialism.

the principal street, and we peer inquisitiveiy into the
open doors and windows to catch our first glimpse of Mexican
If this 1s Mexico • • • •'

life.

Flies, filth, squalor, more.

flies, and an atmosphere anything but romantic.

However,

there is native color, and as cameras are aimed, a brawny
officer of the militia reaches over and unceremoniously
appropriates our cherished Memoscope.

We learn that it is·

forbidden to take pictures in many sections of Mexico without a permit from the authorities 1n Mexico City, and that
all of our films must be developed

a~d

carefully.examined.

by the border officials before they can be taken out or tbe
country.
Each station-yard is a teeming market place.

Every

section of the country has its specialties, but always there
are great trays of tortillas.

In spite of warnings about

the necessity for caution in eating native foods, we attempt
one, but either the tortilla, or the warnings, are too much
for us.

The various types of mango are intriguing, and far

more satisfactory on a hot day (although it is true that a
bathtub is the only comfortable place to eat them), and some
of the small melons are particularly tasty.

The Mexicans.on

the tourist train up front buy everything, and seem to be
eating all day long.

They are especially fond of the luridly

colored ices served in paper cones.
After a day o.f heat and dust, it is with great relief
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that we step off the train at the sea-eoast town of
Mazatlan.

Here the market place is more interesting •. ·

Everything o.ffered, with the exception of foodstuffs,
made of leather.

Por about .fifty cents, one can buy.a fine

pair of sandals skillfully put together with strips or.
brightly colored leather; or one can acquire a well-.tooled
belt, or a holster, or a purse.

The Mexicans from the train

· stand around us, eating their !nevi table :magenta or red or
·yellow ices, and they are very amused at·our attempts at
bargaining in pitifully

inadequat~

Spanish.

Early the next morning the train stops at Tepic, and
we step .from it into a new, clean and refreshing atmosphere •
. Everything is green.

The air is wonderfully cool, and .feels

and smells freshly washed with rain, and we learn that we are
.

'

now in the climate for which the summer "wet season" iri Mexico
is noted.

A high mountain peak serves as a backgrourid .for the

low buildings of the city, and from the station we see the
domes of many churches etched against that misty green
background.
During this day the scenery is entirely dif'ferent f'rom
that encountered previously.

Mexico presents a veritable

pageant, and each new scene is disclosed through the passage
·of the train.

Now there are deep arroyos, then

which are seared and cut and remote.

Sometimes the tracks

lead through beautiful canyons, looking not unlike
California mountain country.

Always there are new

8

unfamiliar foliage, and a per•ading.incense, piquant,
· strange as the country we are traversing.

This is more

obvious because it is now possible to have opened windows.
There is little dust, and the air is moist and cool.
We are due in Guadalajara late in the afternoon, and we
are looking forward to seeing this old city which is little
touched by modern civilization, especially so if we consider
the fact that it is one of Mexico's largest centers, and
also that it is the terminal of the American Southern Pacific
Railway.

Just before we reach this city, a new odor fills

the air - strange and intoxicating. We are nearing the city
of Tequila, noted for the drink of the same name - a violent
intoxicant distilled from the giant maguey.

We pass through

great maguey plantations - great fields of over-sized cacti
which are tapped to produce both pulque, which is the drink
of the natives, and the tequila, and a by-product in the
juicy maguey worms, which are roasted, and are to be found
in every market place.

They are considered a fine delicacy

by the natives.

of

The station at Guadalajara teems with activity. Dozens
1
cargadores vie for the privilege of carrying one's bags.

It is safer, we learn, to take our porter•s number, because
each one is licensed by the municipal govermnent, and since
the luggage is hand freighted to the hotel, by so doing we
have some check on our belongings.
1

Porters.

Here for the first t!Die

W:!·are urged to buy lotter,. tickets, for in. every large.
Mexican cit,- thousands are ';employed in selling them ~or the
government.

Perhaps this is a

pa~tial

solution of the un-

employment problem
•
.
.

·,

'

Most of the provincial hotels are typically Mexican.
Each one is built about a central court, whiCh extends up
through the roof •

The rooms are built about the court, . and

each upper floor is edged with a balcony.

Often the dining

•room occupies the lower court, and since this is the center
of the life of the place, one can sit at a table and have all
or the activities or the day passed in review during a meal.
Once in Puebla a whole funeral procession passed through the
court while we were at luncheon.
The traveler should plan on staying in Guadalajara for
a few days.

Despite the fact.that it is second onl7 to

Mexico City in size, it is like a village, and its life is
sUrprisingly primitive.

As in most Mexican cities, the native

life is centered about the plaza or city square.

In the

evenings there is generally a band concert, and seemingly the
·.,whole population turns out to gather in the park, in the
surrounding arcades, in the shops, and mainly on the paths of
the plaza.

Children whiz by on skates, family groups pace

sedately about, the devout enter the nearby cathedral and .
return to take part in the festivities.

Friends greet each

other vociferously, and bow sedately to acquaintances.

Young

·. girls with their ever-present duennas walk in one direction

ll
--Chapala compensates for p!'evious disappointment, for it is
charming and picturesque.

This is a 'popular beach re·sort

and·honeymoon spot, and there are many large and beautiful.
estates nearby.
at the wharf.

The chief interest, however, is to be found
Here the most primitive barges and boats Unload

their goods and reload with vegetables and fruits, and set
sail for other shores.

The sails are vari-colored-- reds,

pinks, oranges, and rust being the most popul.ar.

Etched against

a cloudy sky, and set off by the intense blue of the water, the
small boats provide a picture for the artist, and a thrill ot
pleasure for anyone with a love of beauty and old-world charm.
Only a few miles from Guadalajara is the pottery village,
San pedro Tlaquepaque.

Almost all of the inhabitants have

close contact with pottery making.

Many family groups· have

had pottery secrets passed down to them for countless generations, and many others are busy with the selling of their
products;;

The pottery makers themselves are Indians, and

their fascinating methods ot work will be

f'urther discussed

in deta1.1.
On the outskirts of Guadalajara is one of the most famous
glass-making establishments in Mexico, that of Odilon Avilos•
It would be possible to talk for hours about Guadalajara
and its h1.story, about its university wh1.ch provides a summer.
session for foreigners, about its many cathedrals •them containing paintings by Murillo and his students, about
its many markets, and about its customs and peopie.

Enough.,

. I

12
-however, if we can catch some of its atmosphere, and cometo
the realization that this is one of the art centers of Mexico.
After a night on the.train we come to Mexico City.
Comm.entators have named this one of the most beautiful cities
of the world, and even as we drive down its broad boulevards
toward our hotel, we realize that their opinion is not an
exa~gerated

one.

Of course, Mexico City is cosmopolitan,

up-to-the-minute, and sophisticated, and it lacks the chlrm
and picturesque quali-.:;y of the more remote villages.

However,

like spokes from the hub of a wheel, the roads lead out from
Mexico City -.:;o towns and villages of historical importance
and of extreme interest to the searcher for artistic production.
For instance, one may motor to the famous summer resort,
Cuernavaca, where may be found in a building dating from the
conquest of Cortez the best known of all Rivera murals.
Another motor trip taktis one to the pottery town of Puebla,
noted as well for its buildings and cathedral domes of
exquisite tile.

To th& north of Mexico City is San Juan

Teot1huacan \St. John-Place-of-the-Gods), a sacred city dating
back to Toltec periods.

Here are the great Pyramids of the

Sun and of the Moon, rivalling in size, age and workmanship
the better-known ones of J!tgypt.

A village of importance to

the mythologist is Guadalupe, about which many tales of early
religious miracles are told and are held sacred by the devout
Indians.
It is to be remembered that Mexico City is the oldest
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Qityknown in America.

It was founded in 1300 by the Aztecs,

and it was razed and rebuilt by Cortes in 1521. ·Situated in
a valley completely surrounded by mountains, it was once a
lake which covered the floor of the

valley~

and w.as chosen.

by the Aztecs as the seat of the gods because of its perfect
climate, its plentiful rains, and its practically impregnable
position.

once Mexico City must have been a veritable Venice,.·

withdrainage canals throughout the city.

Even now there are

·a f'ew canals, and there are the famous floating gardens of
Xochimilco (although the termfloating is more habitual
nomenclature than expressive of actuality at the present time}
to show what the city itself must have been like in former
days.

It has always.been the center of government, revolution

and political intrigue, and of artistic activity •

••. I
!

ENTRANCE TO CliURCH IN COYO.ACL'if. MEXICO CITY.
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CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL

BACKGROUND

MEXICO BEFORE THE COMING OF THE SPANISH

During the past few years, archeologists have made tremendous strides in discovering the facts of archaic Mexico,
but it still remains one of the richest fields for exploration and research on the continent.

Whenever we.talk about

Egyptian art, we hasten to explain that we know much about
it because of the tombs of the pharaohs, and the remarkable
preservation of artifacts therein. · In Mexico we have
similar condition.

a

Although the facts have not yet been

firmly established, it is believed that many of the recently
excavated pyramids and buried cities date back far before
those of Egypt.

And i:t is further believed that the early

civilizations embodied and practiced many governmental and
social theories which have been brougbt forward today as
remarkable advances in thought.
Although all authorities do not concur in the belief,
it is the theory of many archeologists that the inception
of the Mexican race came about through the misadventure of
some ships from Asia.· There is a strong Mongoloid cast even
today to the faces of many of the Indians.

On the other

band, another favorite theory seems just as plausible --

15

the lost tribes of Israel.

True

enough, :many of the idols uncovered in exca.vationsbive
shown the

st~ong

Hebraic race.

hooked nose and prominent cheekbones of the

Possibly some logical sequence will be.built

up.out of tUl"ther discoveries, for much of the important
work is in the process .of development •..
The first civilization is termed Mayan, and maybe
technically. divided into an old and a new period.
this is not a

However,

historical document, and it will suf'fiee to

. say that this people was an intelligent, ambitious and

inventive one; that they evolved a·calendrical system, that
they arrived at various mathematical formulae later brought
forth in Arabia, and that their personal adornments and
their household equipment were desigried with distinction·
and sophistication of detail.
Next 1n importance to us is. the Tol tee' civilization, ·
a 1ocal outgrowth of the Old Mayan development, and which
the twelfth century, when the Aztecs
valley of Mexico, after which time there is
a fusion of the two races.
to us.

The combination is particularly

Toltec means

11

Craftsman,• and these

people were highly skilled in the arts.

Many reconstruc-

these times show that the various craftsmen lived
in groups very much like guilds • . Thus.the featheran exclusive self-containing village, the

16
r

pottery makers had theirs, and so on.

The Aztecs were more

particularly noted for their warlike propensities, and it
seems likely that the mixture of races brought about a
stronger group which stood the passage of time and served to
protect and foster the arts for centuries.

It is to be noted

that even today the tendency in Mexico is toward the craft
group, and that certain trades are hereditary as in medieval
E.'Urope.
The sacred city ot Teotihuacan, the remains of which can
be seen not far from Mexico City, was in ali probability the
center of Toltec activity.

It is an amazing and impressive

sight, and is to my mind superior to the old Roman ruins for
interest, if not beauty.

It is strange that Roman history

has become such a definite part of our education, when we
know so little of that of Mexico.

I have a feeling that with

further acquaintance, the magnitude and beauty of this civili..;
zation would have intense appeal to anyone, and that great
wonders. would be unfolded with a study of the history.of the
various sections and peoples of Mexico.
It is possible for the visitor at Teotihuacan to climb
the Pyramid of the Sun, or that of the Moon if he is not
troubled with the effect of the altitude, but the more easygoing explorer will prefer to wander down the Highway of the
Dead, or into the great amphitheaters, or down through dark
passages within the temples, there to see the paintings on
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l7
the walla, and to stare with awe at the complication of each
structure, or· to visit the nearby museum to study the pieces··
of pottery, the idols, and various other artifacts retrieved
in excavation.

Often, outside the museum, an old Indian

woman will furtively approach, and beg you to look in her
basket.

There, under a pile of innocuous looking fruit, 'she

uncovers several layers oflittle clay images, ranging in
size from about one inch square in area to· about. three times.·
·that size.

These little heads are the source of much specula.;.

tion.. They are still picked up in nearby fields during the
plowing season, and they are supposed to be turned over to.
· the museum author! ties.

They may be bought for a few cents,·

and are amusing souvenirs of the pyramids. · But they are of'
mora significance to those interested in more than the surface.

It is believed that these queer little heads and

figures were like our snapshots of today.

Some of them are

frank caricatures, some of them are exquisite in the delicacy
of their

wo~kmanship.

Queerly enough, some of them look

decidedly Egyptian, and some have Roman eharaeteristies,
·while still others have Semitic tendencies.

It is astonish-

there remains such a wealth of m.ate!'ial yet unex ..
plored.

The government is belatedly tightening up itsreins,

·and is trying to keep 1 ts own art and archaelogical treasures
to itself'.

It is almost impossible to take larger antiques

or primitive materials out of the country, but while the.

18
casual visitor is able to pick up obsidian arrowheads and
other implements

or

an ancient civilization, much will be

carried away and lost ror posterity.

The museums are full

to overflowing, of course, but here in the United States we
so jealously guard every

crumbli~g

bit of basket and every

bead or ornament that it is difficult to understand their
.laxity.
The last and best known of all the Mexican civilizations·
·is that of the Aztecs.

At the time that Cortes reached the

Gulr, this ambitious tribe had pushed its way out from its
fortress-city until all of Mexico was subjugated and paid
tribute to the great leader, Montezuma.

A working system

of exchange was well-established; groups of .artisans made
the rinest and most delicate jewelry, reather mantles, and
excellent pottery; trade existed between Mexico and south
American countries; and all in all a high type of autocratic
government existed.
The court

or

Montezuma must have been magniricent. Our

tales of it come both from legends and rrom the stories told
by Cortes and his followers.

It is said that the opulence ·

of the court was far greater than even the more extravagant
of EUropean courts.
precious jewels.

The storehouses were full of gold and

There were beautiful gardens about the

buildings, and a fine zoo.

There were countless servants,

who not only served the court but also the guilds of eraf.ts-

men employed by the :ruler.

Some .of the elegant mantles and.

clothes are still existent in the museums.

Even the.weaving

of textiles was superior in development to that· of the period
.elsewhere in the world.

The featherwork mantles have never

been matched in delicac,- and exquisite quality of workmanship.·
The .jewels show excellence of design, and prove that the
goldsmiths and other metalworkers were masters at thei.r craft.
Today it is still believed that there is somewhere the hidden
·storehouse of Montezuma, for fabulous tales have come· down
through history, and all pointing to the fact that he must
have found a safe hiding place for them.

A few years ago,

the city of Monte Alban was unearthed, and here a magnificant
collection of jewelry and other metal objects, vessels, and
so on, was found.

However, even this great find is not

commensurate with the early tales of hoarded treasure.

Of

course, Monte Alban has not been completely explored or even
uncovered as yet, and it is thought that possibly more
treasure may still be found there.
one of the principal influences on the Aztec character
was their religion.

They had great temples where they wor-

shipped their gods, mainly the sun and the moon.

Their form

of worship must have been pretty strenuous, for they had
continual festivals and orgies of human· sacrifice, and, as
·.in other Indian tribes, many seasonal and prayer. dances, and ·
it is

E:l.

fact that today, although Mexico is almost completely

catholicized, the people have a tendency toward the spectacular in their religion.

The churches are more elaborate than

moa"t, and then, too, feetivals and fetes are the order .of' the
day some place in .M•x1co at almost anytime one chooses to

look on at one.

These festivals are supposedly non-religious,

but it does not require a keen observer to notice the fervor
which which they are followed.

The feeling ls in the blood,

and even the .forcing upon them o.f the new religion has not
bean able to entirely eradicate the primeval urges within
them.

CHAPTER III
HISTORICAL

BACKGROUND

MEXICO AFTER THE COMING OF THE SPANISH

We. asked a guide in Mexico City what the.people think
about cortes.

He replied:

"You don't see any statues to

him, do you?"

And .this in a· city where some national .figure

is eulogized in stone every few blocksl
Diego Rivera's most .famous mural at Cuernavaca,
ironically enough on one or the ' outer walls of the Palace
or Cortes, depicts with skill and a cruelly amusing cynicism,
the coming of the Spanish, their treatment of the M.exican
people, and the results of the invasion.

Undoubtedly it is

biased in its viewpoint'· but it is reasonably accurate
historically, and it is interesting to follow the Spanish
inYasion as it is seen through the eyes of a native.
Jiernando Cortes sailed to the New World in 1504.
was

~bitious,

Be

but probably never dreamed how successful

he would be in seeking his fortune.

In 1518 he was appoint•·

ed by Velasquez, under whom he had served in the conquest
of Cuba, to lead an eXpedition against Mexico, which had
recently been discovered.

In 1519 he arrived at the sea•

coast and took the settlement now known as Vera c:r-uz.

had brought with him seven hundred men in eleven ship&.

He

·'

ships he destroyed on landing in order to force his.
men to follow him more courageously.

The army moved toward

Mexico City mowing down opposition like a·machine, and when
they reached the city they were well received by Montezuma.
Co:rtes returned the kind treatment by making the ruler. a
prisoner in his own palace, and he robbed the royal coffers
of a large quantity of gold.

Cortes' professed reason for

this invasion was his desire to convert the infidels.

He

was shocked with the idea of human sacr1fi.ce. as practised
in the worship of the gods, but he beat down and slaughtered thousands of natives in order to graft his religion u.pon
the people as a whole.
allegiance to Charles

Montezuma was forced to swear

v,

but he would not forswear his re•

ligion in spite of all the pressure and torture inflicted
upon him.

Both Montezuma and Cortes were religious fanatics,

each in his own way.
Perhaps the Rivera mural reveals more to us of' the
social aspects of the invasion.

We see some of the actual

but there is more -- an ironical depicting of the
aspects of the conquest.

For example, one panel

a market place full of women - tied, and in agony
with the torture inflicted upon them because they would not··
submit to the importunities of the Spanish soldiers.

The

symbolical significance of this section is the welding of
the two races by force.

A small panel beneath the main

mural depicts the famous story of Cuauhtemoc,· the last
leader of the Aztecs.

He and one ot his generals were

captured and tortured ·by the Spaniards in the attempt to
force them into disclosing the hiding places of the fabled
treasure.

The general finds the torture more than he can

bear, and turns to his leader, who made the famous reply:
"Do you think I am on a bed of roses?"

They went to their

dea.th without giving the desired information.

Other panels

show the building of the palace itself by enforced native
labor; the constant extortion o£ taxes and various levies
upon the rapidly impoverished peasants; the coming of the
priests and their mulcting of the peons.

We see the intro-

duction of the alcohol industries -- the workers bringing
in the sugar cane, and the bustling activity of the mill.
Roads are built, and in many places today there are grim
reminders of this time of slavery in the great stone walls,
and in the stone-pa.ved highways.

Churches are built, again

by peasant labor and by peasant-supplied funds, and reared
on top of the temples and places of worship sacred to.the
peopl~.

Gradually the new relig1on is super•imposed upon

the old altar-gods worship, just as surely as the buildings
are topped by the new cathedrals and churches, and heavy
tolls are exacted and r1.gorously collected.

White colonists

supposedly care for the ignorant peons, but 1.nstead they cow
and subdue them completely, robbing them of independent
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thought and action.
built up.

Cleverly the new :feudal system is

An employer pays his slaves--ah, yes--but each

employee is charged exorbitantly for every necessity of
life, so that often an impossible number of years would be
. requi.red to pay off the growing debt.

The peons are virtual

prisoners.-- slaves of the lowest order.

Native arts are

stifled, although the Spanish maintain such as are of value
to them.

They introduce the new art of glass-blowing.

Spanish designs creep into odd mixtures with old Aztec
patterns.

Spanish craftsmen are imported to teach the

natives their ways of production.
is gradually pushed out.

Primitive simplicity

A unique governmental situation

grows up, and after long periods of fermentation, agitations
grow too great for bounds, and the native leader, Morelos,
arises and seeks for the independence of his people.
Finally, in 1810, Mexico declared itself independent
of Spain. 1 From 1846 to 1847 occurs that which has been
condemned by many historians as the greatest blot on the
history of the United States.

After repeated altercations

.and several battles, the United States took f'rom :Mexico
the huge slice of territory above the Gila River, including
Upper California, part of New Mexico, and sections or the
neighboring states.

'.retxas htid been annexed in 1845.

In 1864 the fore-doomed Maximilian of Austria came to
1 Cardinal Goodwin, Ph.D., The Trans-Mississipii West,
D. Appleton and Company, 1922, chapter XIV,The .Mexican
Cess1on. 11

. I
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Mexico City f'or three years of' reign, during which. time
he must have tried to be a good ruler.

The United S.tates

objected to having a f'oreign power to ,close to its borders.
French troops were withdrawn.

Maximilian f'ound himself'

practically deserted, but he stuck to his duties until.he
was executed at the order of' Benito Juarez, the Zapotec
Indian who, as president in 1861 and 1867, ef'fectively
separated Church arrl State,. and introduced ref'orms which ·
mark the end of' Spain's domination in Mexico.
During the years 1877.,;1910, General Porf'irio Diaz was
dictator of' Mexico.

He allowed American interests to enter

the country an::i exploit the oil wells, the mines, f'actories,
and railroads • 1

Resentment among the peasants smouldered

with only occasional flare-ups, until in 1910 a Revolution
was proclaimed by the reputedly mad aristocrat, Francisco
Madero.

His election platform was one of' extravagant

promises - land to the peasants, hi@:! wages, employment
for all and poverty ro: none, and rights and privileges
for everyone.

Naturally he was popular with the credulous

voters, a rrl he was given a voc1f'erou s greeting in Mexico
City.

His regime, however_, marked the beginning o:f more

strif'e and conf'lict.

Ba.nds of' guerillas sprang up :1n every

part of' the country.

Progres~

1

was f'orced to a standstill.

David Saville Muzzy, The United States o.f America, Ginn
andCompany, 1924, Vol.II_, p. 569 and ff.
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Some or tbe bands united rorces, until f'ins.lly·tbere were
three principal ones - the great Division of the North,
under Pancho Villa; the Constitutionalist Army under
Calles, Obregon and Carranza; arrl the Agrarians urrler the
Zapata brothers.
and policies.

Each group bad its own laws, currency

Villa was finally defeated by the Constitu•

tionalists, and he withdrew to make warfare along the
United States border.

In Mexico, the Zapatista are credit-

ed with being the saviors of the country, and the prime
force in bringing about the Constitution of 1917, which
completely reorganized Mexican policies, arrl granted to the ·
people many of the rights and privileges all of the forces
demanded.

Tbe years have brought about a gradual settling

of' difficulties and an adjustment to the Constitution.

The

outlaw bands and groups of brigands who terrified the
traveler have been driven to remote parts and to oblbrion.
In a speech before the conference on International
Relations at Mills College in the sumrner of 1935 1 Frederic

w.

Ganzert, professor of political science in the Santa

Barbara State College, gave the following reasons :for the
many revolutions in Latin-American countries; (1) Inexperience in self-government; {2) The Latin-Americ.an temperament - her politicians are poor losers; {3) Mixture of
·races o:f different scale of cultural evolution;. {4) No
stability in the economic system at time or independence;
(5) Lack or transportation Qnd communication; (6) Jealous

2'7
and excessive demand. for political positions; ( '7) Severe
I'epressive measures us.ed by party in power; (8) Tendencjr
of people to follow an individual rathe-r than an idea,
The story of religion .in Mexico would fill a volume
in itself.

The step from the worship of gods to Catholi-

cism was a logical one. for this symbol-loy1ng people.
There are an incredible nuniber of ch'Urches in Mexico. The
chu:rches are elaborately decorated~ often with solid silver
altai' rails, and great gold altar fixtures.

Many of the

rich clerical robes were sent from Spain, and are still
preserved within the crypts.

The peasants are intenstitly ·.

devoted to their religion, in spite of the fact that undoubtedly ,they have been supporting it beyond their means
for generations.

Not very long ago, the government exiled

the nuns, closed the convents and many of the churches,
and persecuted the clergy.

This year, as in the past since

this step was taken, the people have demanded the return
of religious freedom,.

Only the other day a huge throng

filled the place before the gove.I'nment buildings, making
tbeir demands.

The police did not dare to di sparse the

crowd because of the danger to some five thousand Rotarians
in conclave in Mexico City.

History and religion are still

in the making in Mexico, and the developments of the next·
few years will be 1ntr,rest1ng if the onlooker can ce.tch the
pitch of the tune

ye?:iJ'S

will play.
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It has truly been said that "art is the expression of'
life," and as we go on to discuss the various arts.and
crafts of this strange country, it will be well to remember
the background - the generations of struggle am unrest the welding of' the Spanish and Indian races - the building
up and tearing down of dif'ferent form..q of civilization; and
above all, the character of the people themselves as molded
by all of these forces.
For further light on the character of the people,· one
should. study more about their belief's arrl habits than would
be possible to discuss in this wri tmg. · For· example, the
tale of' the founding of the Church of Guadalupe 1 and

tl'H3

consequent adoption of Guadalupe as a patron saint of
Mexico, a story devoutly credited by the people, gives o.n
insight into their character.

An Indian sheep herder, one

Juan Diego, fell asleep in the hills one day.

To him

appeared the Madonna of Guadalupe, who bade him go to his
priest and ask that a church be built for her.

Amazed at

this wondrous vision to him, a common peasant, Juan hasten:.
ed to do her bidding.

The priest was

incredulous~

. chastened visionary returned to his herd.

and a

Again the miracu-

lous vision appeared and talked with the stupefied man.
She told him that she was a champion of the poor and downtrodden, and that she had come to help the Indians.

On

departing, she gave to the·man a bunch of.flowers, and told
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·him to take them to the priest to substantiate her words •
. Lo and behold, when he reached the priest, and unfolded
· his sarape to offer the flowers to him, it was fourxL that
an image of the Guadalupe had been transferred to the textile, and soon a church was built to house- this sacred
symbol.

Although the Spaniards countered with another

patron saint, the Madonna of Los Remedios, the saint of
the miracle had too firm a hold upon the Indian imagination
to be replaced, and today her church is one of the most
famous in the· country.

Each December, the month in which

the vision appeared to Juan Diego, thousands of pilgrims
go to the shrine, many of them on their knees for m1les
before the church, paying their devout respects to the
patron saint.
In the larger cities of Mexico, one finds that all of
the public employees - the street car conductors and motormen, and so forth, wear plain black suits, and black ties.
These men have thrown off 'the Ind1.an customs, arrl. show by
the lack of color in their costume that they have even cast
aside the native love of brilliant color found in the garments and in the sarapes of the peasants.

They w1 sh to

show that they are thinklng citizens, and no longer peons
who are willing to have indignities heaped upon them.· Thus
again we see the peculiar cha.racter of the people and one
phase of the present situation.

Nevertheless, these same
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people J on their Sunday outings, always buy -the most
gaT ish f'lower s, pieces of' pottery, and bits of' textile,

a f'act which seems to show that the blood of' their ancestors still runs thick in their veins, in spite of' any
superf'icial changes they may seek to make in tbemselves
to prove the contrary.
One c auld tell endless tales of' this sort, and each
would point to di.screpancies in custom and habitJ and
would further advance the theory that it will take years
of education to produce a homogeneous group in Mexico.
The struggle for equality must be played out over long
periods of time, and only after the drama. is painfully
played out will a genuinely assimilated and single-purposed
group emerge.

It is difficult to paint an accurate picture

of these people, to express their character, their hopes
and desires, because it is doubtful whether many of them
know whither they go themselves.
Of the poverty of the common man, much can be said.
Pottery making almost died out until foreigners came in
and took an interest in the work, and made it possible
financially for the potters to take up their work again.
When life becomes a mere struggle for existence, arts are
driven out.

True, this fostering of' the arts has had a

certain deleterious effect on the artists and their product, and this will be further discussed.

CHAPTER IV
ARCHITECTURE

In discussing the characteristics of any race, the
question·of shelter is one of the first which. must.be. con·sidered.

As we travel along the roads and byways of Mexico,

many types. of domestic architecture are to be .seen, and the
one thing which is most apparent to the observer is the· .
absolute simplicity of structure in each type.·
It :1s necessary to realize tha.t. there are several dls- ·
tinct classes among the people •. First, there are the
Indians, or peons, on the whole a poverty-e.tricken group
· gaining a livelihood by desultory work ln the fields, or
in the mines, tequila distilleries, breweries., or by xnaking
the primitive necessities·of life and selling them to others
.

.

of their own class, or even more often by trading their
work for other things which they need.

The next group, a

smaller one,· includes Indians and Spanish-Indians who have
reached the dignity of owning a bit of land, and this group·
is comparatively comfortably well-off. · Some own maguey
fields; others grow corn or wheat or vegetables.

The next

group includes Indians and Spanish Indians who have stalls
in the marketplaces, or small shops, or fa.mily tllewo~ks
.

.

or potteries, and it is this group which mainly populates
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the villages.

Then, there is the group which encompasses

those Indians who have thrown off their Indian ancestry,
· and claim instead the Spanish blood which is theirs by
heritage.

Many of this group are employed in the cities by

the municipality - they run the street cars, drive the taxis,
work in the shops and factories, or have positions in the .·
breweries or distilleries.

There are few pure-bred Spaniards

among the native Mexicans, but there is a large groUp which
professes to be entirely Spanish •. Finally, there is the
capitalistic class which controls the destinies of all the
other groups.

These are the shop•owners, hotel men, cigar-

ette manufacturers, and so on, and include those in governmental positions.
Many of the peons live in the most primitive wattle and
daub type of house, if, indeed, we can dignify these shelters
with the term "house."

They are little more than a protec-

tion .from the elements for man and his animals.

Chickens,

dogs, and children fill the yards, and run in and out of the
low doorways.
to carry

orr

Most of the roofs are fairly steep in pitch
the frequent rain, but dra1.nage systems are not

carried out, and most of the water .finds its way into the
house through the doorways and through the badly built walls.
We went into one of these shelters near Cuernavaca,

ostensibl~

to see some relics an old Indian woman had found in the nearby
.fields.

She had no desire to sell them, but was eager to show

·them to us, and we welcomed the opportunity to see how
It was necessary to stoop a little to en.te:r the
door, and we stood blinking until our eyes became accustomed
to the t,rilight dimness.

There was only

room we ·entered,· and'it was a small one.
.
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dampish }ai:rt;:;~~cl several piles of: blankets indicated the
family sleepiti'g pla~es •
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unkem~t rags ~toad aBc!Jt:A the door}> and g:rav~iy followed

out every move with .serious eyes.

.A rough partition divided
;·.:;•

the main roomfrom the small kitchenwhich occupied the :rest
of the building.

From the kitchen rafters hung strings of

_dried red peppers and red and yellow corn.

An old wood-stove

filled one side of the room, and a hole in the roof served to
carry off a little of the smoke and the steam from the pot
of·savory frijoles bubbling on the fire.

The effect was one

of filth, squalor and incredible poverty, but there was no
sign that the inhabitants were at el.l conscious of their·
condition.

This particular place stands in the shadow of

one of the old pyramids.

The great pile of

elaborate lions andgargoyles, forms a striking contrast to
.the little shack below it.

The ranch house, or hacienda, is built of adobe, .is
usually pink or blue or yellow in color, and houses the more
prosperous farmer.

The simpler ones have straw, corn stalk

or palmetto thatching, while others have rough tiled roofs.
Most of these rural homes are built on very simple line.s,
and are similar to the early adobes of California, and doubtless they are of the same tradition.

They are rarely of

more than one story in height, are built low and close to
the ground, with few windows, and often with but one door.
Usually the places are picturesque, surrounded as they are
by fresh green fields, and tropical trees - bananas, avocados,
papayos, tall stands of bright flowers growing at the roadside; in nearly every case there is a line of gayly colored
laundry - magenta shirts, blue, red, green, and yellow cloths,
and often a bright-hued sarape hung out to air.

Sometimes

one sees groups of Indian women at the side of a stream
pounding clothes on the rocks, and rinsing them in the flowing water, in the age-old manner.
Village houses are even more interesting to the student
of architecture.

Cuernavaca is a good example to study.

When we come around the hills and look down into this delightful town we see a veritable fairy-land village.

Painted

or white-washed adobe houses line the crazily twisting
cobbled streets, and, since the site of the village is very
hilly, the total effect is even more amusingly toylike.
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Here and there more important structures rear their domes or
heights above the low adobes as if in the attempt to peer over
As we examine the houses more closely, we find that they
cold i'ront to the street, but through their arched
we can look into the patio or central court about
which each is built, and this glimpse shows us that the life
of the family is simply not to be displayed to the public,
· and that the more intimate pleasures of. the household are more
or less jealously kept private from the casual passerby.

Each

court is .filled with !'lowers and trees, and oi'ten a fountain
occupies the center of the bricked, tiled or cobbled courtyard.

A few larger places are built like tenements, around

a community court, but usually these are badly kept and malodorous, showing that they are too well used by the inhabitants.

Most of the entrances are protected by wrought iron

gates.

A similar type of architecture may be seen in New
• an essentially Spanish provincial manner of buildAn interesting comparison can be made with such struct-

as are to be found in the ruins of Pompeii.

The same

of planning is used; the courtyards are much the same,
and were probably used in much the same way. The likeness
goes even further .... in both we find the fondness for painting
on the walls, and often we find mottos lettered above doorways or worked into the tiles of the entranceway, or somettmes
in the tiles of the entry floor.

Thus we conclude that here

is an essentially Mediterranean type of architecture trans-

planted to these rar shores by Cortes and his followers.
The whole set-up is surprisingly

self-contained~

First,

each village is built about a central square or plaza. This
1s true even in so large a place as Mexico City, where the

center of' greatest activity is to be found in the square or
Zocalo.

Here the street cars start, bus-lines have their

terminals, and marketplaces abound.

Here is the most im-

portant cathedral, and nearby are the museum, the national
buildings, and some of the larger schools.

The same .thing

1s true in each village.

The important life of the place

centers about the plaza.

Similarly, each house is built

about its own patio or court, and the rooms are placed about
this yard.
Elizabeth Morrow, wife of the former Ambassador to ·
Mexico for the United States, was intensely interested in
all things Mexican, and through such wri tinge as "The
Painted Pig," succeeded in centerlng attention upon the
artistic endeavors of the natives.

In an article in the

American Mercury she gives a charming description of Cuernavaca, and many of the customs of the people.

The Morrows

were delighted with Cuernavaca, and bought a small house
which they rebuilt and added to, and their place is proudly
shown to every visitor to Cuernavaca.

Mrs. Morrow's descrip-

tiona are so colorful that some quotations .from this article
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will perhaps serve to paint the picture in bright hues: 1
"As one first catches sight of it (Cuernavaca)
from the north, the little town seems lying in a
bowl of sunshine. One looks down .from the dark
pine belt to a mirage-like valley of glant.palms,
fig orchards, green sugar-cane fields; Indian huts,
great domes and t;~hining towers, all guarded by
blue foothills and the snow-capped volcano-es.
"The road descends by easy terraces cut in
the mountain side, through fields of maguey and
pepper trees, between little thatched roofs where
melons and squashes are ripening in the sun, past
an old Indian church and a ruined sugar mill, into
the main street of the towri. There are no ugly
suburbs or unsightly approaches; one is suddenly
there, bumping over the old cobblestones between
small blue and pink stucco houses. The compactness
of Cuernavaca is part of its charm. Riding down
the little avenue bordered with pink-laden crepe
myrtle trees, one sees at once the chief buildings
of the place - the Cathedral, the Palace and the
dome of the Church of Our Lady of Guadalupe, and
the straight road running on past all this to the
green valley of the open country beyond ••••••••• Old
weather-beaten walls are covered with climbing
geraniums, narrow streets frame bits of blue hill
and sky, and the shabbiest door opens into a sunlit
patio, gay with tiled fountain and flowers. The
cobbled ways are clean, but no restraining neatness
spoils the abandon of tropical growth. Gardens
sprawl with a higglety-pigglety abundance, balconies
overflow with vines., flower pots, bird cages, dogs,
babies and washing. 1
She goes on to describe the place chosen for their own
house:
"Let me catalogue the charms of each patio.
An arched entrance lined with oleanders and palms
led from the street into the first one, where we ·
ate all our meals on a broad piazza shaded by a
big guava tree. The tiled fountain in the wall
1 Elizabeth Morrow, "our Street in Cuernavaca,"
Mercury, August 1931, pp. 411-41S.
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fed the second patio smothered in bougainvillaea
vines, where lime trees and mulberries grew,
making .a shady spot to sit while we dl'ank our·.
coffee after lUDch. A curiously shaped cil'Uela ·
tree with a low twisted trunk o.f.fered an extra
seat .for the circle,. Around the corner was the
swimming pool enclosed in walls o.f pink climbing
geraniums and tall heliotPope. This third patio
bad an adobe arch at the lower end which led by
broad steps pe.st.overf'lowing·flower.pots to our
.fourth garden, which I tried to name Aztec's
Delight. It held young .fruit trees, papayos,
aguacates, ehirimoyos and bananas, and a prou.d
blue and white. tiled .fountain with old Aztec
rabbits dancing in the center.n
Mrs. Morrow .furnished her Mexican house entirely with
na.tive thingl!l.

She used hand-loomed rugs from Texcoco, hung

old sarapes on the walls, as well as some o.f the lovely
'

marriage embroideries one comes across occasionally, and,
.instead o.f pictures, which are rare in Mexico, used lacquered bateas or wodden bowls, which are .finished in gay
colors.

The .furniture was made by an Indian carpenter ...

of a type native to this part o.f the country.

The c.h.a.irs

are wooden, with rush seats, are painted in bright colors,
then decorated with fantastic .f:!gures or .flowers.

.Mrs.

Morrow told of her difficulty in getting a dozen chairs alike.
I

The maker resented making so many alike, and demanded an·
exhorbitant price for them.

When he was questioned, he re-

plied that it was dull to have to make twelve things ·all
alike. · We had a similar experience with some dishes.

One·

was very inexpensive, but twelve would be more costly than
would be commensurate with the number.

The old Indianwoman
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triedveryhard to explain to me that to make one was fun,
but when the same ·thing had to be done over and over again,
it was work:

And, somehow, one soon realizes the legitimacy

of such philosophy.
One of' the most impressive buildings in Cuernavaca is
the Palace. of' Cortes.

After he was made governor of" this

rieh province,.he pressed native workmen into service, and
had the palace built for his own use.

This great structure

was laboriously puttogether.with huge blocks of quarried
stone.

It is two stories high, and is topped by a crenulated

roof, from the top of which one commands a view of the whole
fertile valley.

A guide explains the conquering of the town

in such vivid terms that one can almost see the hordes ot
·men climbing the trunk of the great amate tree, which still
grows across the ravine, swarming up the steep sides of the
creek bed, and entering the village.

Just below the palace

is the cathedral which Cortes persuaded the Franciscans to
.~uild,

and in which he and his household worshipped.

This

building, with its buttressed walls and turretted towers,
·looks more like a Fifteenth. Century fortress than a church.
On a nearby hill is the beautiful Borda Estate, now a
hotel.

This place, with its marvelous gardens, and once

stately but now rapidly deteriorating rooms, was built by
Jean Le Borde, a shrewd Frenchman who, coming to Mexico in .
about 1716, proceeded to build up a huge .fortune out of the

silver mines.

Although the Borda place is simple, it is

magnificent in its time-worri splendor.

The famous gardens·

are patterned after those of Versailles as far as possible,
although the vegetation here is largely tropical.

There are

two large pools which are comparable only to some of the
fabled ones of early Greece.

The gardens, although overrun

with vegetation, are lovely.

As the intoxication of the

atmosphere steals over one, it is easy to picture the people
who have wandered these paths in earlier times - the inf'amous
old Le Borde himself', or perhaps Maximilian and his Carlotta
as well as members of his court, on one of their frequent
visits to this lovely spot.
Most houses boast a balcony, usually across the outer
back wall over the garden.

In many bigger structures, the

patio may be incorporated into the building itself, and instead o:f opening to the sky, it may be roofed to serve as a
skylighted room.

In buildings of this sort it is usual that

a balcony, or even tiers of balconies, are used on all four
walls, serving as means of ingress to the rooms opening
therefrom on each floor.
One cannot leave the subject of domestic architecture
without telling of the tiles used to such advantage in
building.

Puebla, especially, is noted for the quality and

beauty of its tiles.

Often they are used about the entry

arches, and they are used to advantage in pools and wells
which are used decoratively in the patios.

One of the most
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interesting buildings in Mexico City is built entirely of
·tiles.

The story is told that a nobleman, despairing of

any success for his son, said to him:

"You will never have

a house of tiles," by which he meant, of course, that the
boy would never become a success in life.

Whether this

remark urged the lad to greater effort is only to be surmised, but when he did amass a fortune, one of his first
undertakings was to have this large palace built entirely
of colorful tiles - the whole effect is blue and cream·and about the walls runs a band of writing which, translated
roughly, reads:

"I, too, have built my house of tiles."

And if the building as it is today is anyindication of the
extent of his wealth, the man must have been exceedingly
success.ful.

The House of Tiles houses one of the lbest-known

restaurants of Mexico City, as well as a jewelry store, a
modified department store catering to expensive tastes, and
on the second floor are to be found other shops.

From the

balconies, one can look down upon the diners in the

restau~

rant, and enjoy to fuller extent the daytime lighting, which
is beautiful and strange.

The great ceiling is of stained

glass, and the sun filters through in rosy colors.

On one

wall is a fine fountain, the water from which .falls among
ferns into the pool below.

The food served in these delight-

ful surroundings pleases most of the.Americans, who.have
little desire to experiment with native restaurants.
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Most of the furniture used in Mexican interiors is
hand made.

It is to be remembered that here, as in China,

hand labor is still cheaper than machine work, although
various machines are being introduced into the country at
a rate that is alarming to one who prefers the beauty of
hand-crafted articles.

Evidence of this machine-age influ-

ence is to be found in nearly every.craft.

For example,

for years the Indian women hav.e painstakingly made lovely
pieces of embroidery.

Now, in every marketplace there are

places where stamped embroidery patterns can be bought, and
every stall is popular.

Indianwomen of all ages, clasping

their rebozos about them, often carrying a baby in its folds
at the back, stand about chattering and comparing patterns
much as American women do about department store
counters.

pat~ern

In a country where design has always been a

natural and evencasual personal expression, however, the
.popularity or the machine-made pattern seems incongruous,
and appears as a sign of decadence in the arts.
There are furniture stalls in many of the larger Mexico
City market arcades where hand carved furniture or the old·
Spanish type may be purchased very reasonably.

Some.of the

local hotels use this excellent furniture in their rooms, and
·the errect is very rich.

Buyers have ample opportunities·

to procure f'ine old Oriental rugs at low cost, too, B.nd
many a tourist is legitimately impressed with the opulence

of his hotel room 1 the cost for which is considerably less
than a hotel of the same class in the states would demand •.
Most native houses are furnished with
·ture.

carpentar~made

furni-

This is necessarily simple in construction, .and be-

cause of this fact, it is often handsome.

There are few

pieces of upholstered furniture. · Chairs have· seats of rush, .
or of interlaced leather thongs, and rope hammocks are preferred to settees.

Often the furniture is painted·in gay

colors and decorated with amusing designs.

Everywhere about

h.im, the Mexican displays his .love for color, and it is delightfully shown in his house and the utili tar ian obj acts
which make it liveable.
One must take note of a growing tendency toward the
modern in both interior and exterior decoration, partic\tlarly
in Mexico City,.

Here there are several sections of entirely

·modern houses, and they are of a fortunate type of modernism, too.

Some of them could.take their place in books of

architecture.

It is surprising to find this tendency in

an old and slow moving civilization.

However, it is a con-

. sistent development when one considers several factors in
of the people.

First, there .is an over-

on the part of many of the financially
· successful to be up-to-date in all undertakings.

Then 1 many

of the people are passionately interested in Communism and · ·
various other Russian political and social experiments. The
bookstores are full ot: propaganda - books, magazines, pam•

phlets and .papers.

The larger furniture stores are fulL of

the most exaggerated type of modern furniture.

Now, I do

not mean to imply that modern furniture and architecture are
an outgrowth of Communism--far from it--but it is possible
that the two interests in Mexico have in common the·restless
urge for change whieh is coming with the spread of education,
and the coming·or more leisure time for all classes.

Natur-

ally, the fine types of modern buildings.have been built by
wealthy people, and it would take many generations for any
of this influence to creep into the normal domestic architecture.
Thus we .see the various types of shelter in Mexico.
That they are of wider difference in type than are the houses
in our country is due to the fact that there is a far greater gap among the various classes of people.

Village houses

of the age-old type are far more interesting than the more
sophisticated places of the wealthy in the larger cities.
Of the many hotels being built at the present time, most are
distinctly ini'luenced by American hotel architecture.

While

many tourists deplore the lack of accustomed comforts in the
old Mexican hotel, those whose aim in traveling is to really
see a country will regret that the characteristic hotel will
soon be a thing of the pas·t, and the searcher for native
color will mourn the passing of the old order.
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CHAPTER V
BASKETRY

Food is the first necessity of any people, and primitive races turned to the materials at hand to
holding and carrying vessels for it.

fo~

various

Since vegetated spots

were usually chosen for settling, baskets ware the logical
containers made, not only because grasses, twigs, rush or
fibers were at hand, but also because they were practical
and easy to make.

Proof that baskets had early popularity

lies in the fact that the first pieces of pottery were
fashioned after the lines of the baskets, and often had
markings similar to the strands used in weaving inscribed
upon them.
Although Mexican baskets are not of the fine workmanship displayed in those made by the early California Indians,
whose work has not been excelled in any part of the world,
they are strong and durable, and are often interesting in
design.

They are still made in great quantities, and are

used constantly in every day life.

The peasants carry them

aboJJ.t on their heads, under their arms, or tied about their
necks.

One of the most frequent sights in every market place

is the well-poised Indian woman moving sedately about offering cut watermelon, juicy slices of fresh pineapple, or
mangoes carried in a flat basket securely balanced on her

head.

Other women carry their baskets to the market to

fill them with produce, and still others display their wares
!n crude, matlike baskets.

Mexican families traveling on

the trains often carry their belongings in strong decorated

The materials in most general use are maguey·fiber,
broomstre.w, grass, and petate, which is a fine bamboo.

The

product is far more utilitarian than beautiful, although
tourists are fond of the Toluca work.

These baskets are ·

fashioned of tough maguey fiber, and they are decorated
with colored animals, figures, or flowers worked into a
pattern,.

The designs are large, crude, often amusing in

their proportions,.

Many articles are made exclusively for

the tourist trade - waste baskets, deep narrow market
baskets, boxes, and various other shapes which are far more
f'etching to the eye than they are useful to the peasant.
All through Mexico we see toys arrl animals made of straw,
and nearly every visitor takes home one of the irresistible
·donkeys carrying a sombreroed peon.

Among the favorite

· articles offered for sale in the shops of Mexico City are

.

the little pictures made of bits of colored broomstraw.
Although they are of no real artistic value, they a.re an
amusing curiosity, and some of' them are surprisingly intridesign.

Mexicans are .fondof making tiny replicas

of all their work; one sees in the markets tiny baskets no

BASKE-T 5f:llER AND '-''c; WAtli:.)
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bigger than a thimble, and doll furniture cleverly made of
wicker, as well as bits of jewelry carefully worked out in
straw.
Since a good amount of' matting is made and. sold, another
figure in the marketplace is the broom and matting vendor.
The matting is used on the floors of some of the huts, and
fruits, vegetables, and pottery are displayed upon matting
floors in the market places.

Sometimes it is of natural

straw, but often colorful checks or plaids or patterns are
worked into the weaving.

During rains, many peasants are

seen wearing a mantle of straw fashioned much .like a sare.pe,
and these seem to be ample protection from the warm rain.
Although it must be admitted

t~At

baskets have a

definite utili te.rian value in everyday Mexican life, l t
must be. realized that this is one art at which Mexicans do
not excel, and their prod:ucts are interesting as souvenirs
rather than as examples of fine art.
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CHAPTER VI
FEATHERWORK

During the Aztec civilization, featharwork occupied a
high place

E~.mong

the fine arts, and..much of the work was

prized above gold and jewels.

The workers themselves bad

a close guild, and their own neighborhood, with gods sacred
only to them, as well as special rites, festivals, and ceremonies.

Aztec emperors had hunnning bird farms .. some of

their vast tributes consisting of fine feathers - in order
that the workers might have adequate materials for their
craft.

Various articles were made - royal mantles and

cloaks, shields, insignia, decorations for the gods, and
other devices and escutcheons., 1
The earliest pieces of featherwork were made in black
and white of common hen and turkey feathers, but soon the
finest and most colorful feathers from the throats of birds,
as well as humming bird feathers were used in making the
delicate and exquisite patterns.

The great object of e'Very

worker was perfection in every detail, and sometimes as many
as forty men would be employed on one pattern, which would
be assembled when all of the parts were completed.
1

Often an·

Bernice T. Morris,· "The Feather Art of Old Mexico.,"
House Beautiful, April, 1931, pp. 368, 412 ... 414.

entire day would be spent in placing one feather, and if
.·

.

.

.

.

.

·the right color were not available, the whole piece.would
be laid aside until it could be procured.

The method f'.ollow-

ed was to affix each .feather.to a hide, fabric, or to'S.
copper plate with a glutinous mucilage.

Then. each feather

had to be cut.witha flintlike knife, and the whole smoothed down.to a .finish.
Cortes was tremendously impressed with the royal equipage o.f Montezuma • e. palanquin of rubbed gold, · w.l th a canopy
of "leatherwork edged with silver and sprinkled with jewels.
He and his followers sent much. of the work to Europe, where
it made a great impression.

A Count Carll, who saw a

feather painting in Strasbourg, said of it:

"Nev$r did I

. behold anything so exquisite for brilliancy and nice gradation of color and for beauty of design.

No European artist

could have made such a thing."
Cortes, conscripting many of the workers, set them to
making decorations for the churches, as well as mantles and
cloaks, pictures and other articles.

However, although the

work continued, by the Eighteenth Century it had decayed to
such an extent that much of the picture would be painted in
and only a part of it completed in .feathers.

Some of.the.

fine pieces preserved in the museums are marvelous in color
and workmanship.

Unless one examines them very closely,. it

is impossible to believe that they are not paintings, so

T
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delicately have the feathers bean applied.
Today, although descendants of some of the ea.rl7
workers still ply the trade, their
to the old.

p~oduct

is very inferior

In the first place, most of the feathers they

use are dyed, and the colors are not carefully matched.
Then, too, the work is crude and coarse, and mostofthe
workers are content to·make little pictures and placecards
for the tourist trade.

There is only one really outstand·

ing featherworker in Mexico today- one EduardoOlan - arid
his work is hardly comparable to the finer efforts of the
old Aztec artists.
This is an art, then, which flourished during preConquest times, and which bas been in steady decadence
since the coming of Cortes.

It is doubtful whether the

craftsmen could be sufficiently stimulated to the creation
of the fine and deli.cate work produced by their forebears,
e.nd although featherwork cannot be said to be a lost art,
,-

•,,

in the literal sense, it is probably true that it will never
again reach such heights as to become one of the outstanding
applied arts of Mexico.

.
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CHAPTER VII
MEXICAN GLASS

.Glassmaking is probably first in importance among the
contributions of Spain to Mexican art.

It certainly is one

of the most interesting crafts for study, bothbecause the
product is unique, and because the methods employed in its
making have not changed appreciably in. the three hundred
years since their introduction.

Several Spanish craftsmen

were brought to the new country, whose descendents - as well
as those of the Indians they trained - still carry on the
old tradition.

The secrets of glass-blowing are passed from

generation to generation in a family, certain secrets being
known and practised by only a few men.

Boys of seven years

of age and up are apprenticed, and it takes them years of
labor before they can attain the perfection of craftsmanship
necessary in the making of fine pieces.
·A visit to the factory of Odilon Avalos on the outskirts of Guadalajara places one in the correct frame of
mind to appreciate the magnitude of the trade, and the degree
of skill requisite to the blowing and Shaping of pieces.

It

is certain that no one can take up a piece of Mexican glass
after such a visit without picturing the busy main workroom
with its hectic activity, its color, its mastercraftsmen;
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sweating with their efforts and the intense heat of the room,
and the small apprentice boys running about S'Upplying the
.,

needs of their znasters.

It is interesting to compare these

swarthy, virile workers with the more ·quiet and careful .
Venetian glassblowers.

Their methods are as different ·as the

resulting products from each group.
In the cienter of the great barnlike workroom is a. huge,
round, red-hot furnace.

In this are containers of molten

glass kept at the correct temperature for blowing.

The young

apprentices take up a mass of themolten glass on a long
hollow iron pipe. ·This pipe varies in length from four ·to
seven feet.

The amount taken depends upon the size of the

article to be blown.

The pipe is carried at a. run to the

blower, who manipulates it quickly, twisting and turning the
whole as he blows it into the desired shape.

In the case of

some elaborate shapes, the whole is lowered into a.·form in
the floor near the pits, and is there blown to shape.

Now the

crude shape is quickly taken o:ff on a solid pipe, deftly :finished with a :few simple movements o:f long pincers, am knocked
o:ff with a sharp rap.

The apprentice takes the piece on a

waxed stick, and runs it to
of the room.

t~e

firing kilns in the side wall

Here it is heat-treated for several hours, .the

time depending upon the piece and the desired finish.
The larger the piece, the more the skill required in the.
making, and the finest craftsmen make the large plates and
bowls.

It 1s usual that only one out of every ten large
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pieces is successfully completed, so the others are smashed
up and :returned to the meltingpots.

Each worker is an

individualist and an artist in every sense of the term.·· Each
piece he makes is an individual creation, so that even in a
set of the glassware, one will find no two pieces exactly
alike.

One of the oddities of the trade is that only one

col or. is worked at a time, and this is changed when
artisans tire of it.

the

Thus·, if. you wish to order a set in a

particular color, it might be necessary to w.ait for weeks
until the workers feel an urge toward that color.

As only a

limited stock of finished articles is kept on hand, it is
usually necessary to place an order for what is wanted, and
to the American, who is accustomed to doing his shopping in
a hurry, the wait is often tedious and annoying.

It is

necessary to understand the philosophy of the Indian before
· we can become stoic about his methods of work and commerce.
Perhaps it is one of the Indian's most charming traits ....
this utter lack of commercialism.
The strange thing is that the trade itself" is industrialized, but the artisans·themselves still have a free rein,
and are not at all to be compared with the factory workers in
the United States.

The product itself is shipped all over

the world, until now nearly every gift shop and department
store carries either genuine Mexican glass, or replicas of
it.

This glass is not to be Confused with so-called ·antique

glass, or copies of old glass - it is simply primitive

glas~

made today.

Its :finish is rough and uneven; the pieces are

not always symmetrical, and the glass itself is full or
bubbles.

In Venetian glass such imper:rections would be. out

of' place, and would probably be judged as popr in crafts ...
manship.
Among the many delightful colors found in Mexican glass,
the best known is the deep rich blue which has become associ-·
ated with this ware.

A piece held up tothe light discloses

a gradation from pale to dark blue, but the total effect is
of uniform darkness.
jewel-like.

Other colors used are equally rich arid·

Thereis an amethyst which is superb, a "sea-

foam" green that is most tempting in

appearance~

an.amber

.that is rich and warm, a golden yellow which seems to have
.caught and imprisoned the sunlight, a blood red tba t is rare
.and essentially Spanish in tone, and paler greens which are
more ordinary.
One wonders how so many people can work in ·one room there is .so much running about, and there seems to be little
or no order or plan.

The place is so intensely hot, and each

worker handles the glowing mol ten glass with complete· nonchalance.

We asked whether it wasn't dangerous work, but .

our guide called several of' the men over to us, and showed
us proudly that they bore no scars.

It is claimed that there

are few accidents; indeed, almost no fatal ones.

Wh.en.it is

realized that one false manipulation, or one inhalation of
the bl.owpipe would prove f'atal to the craftsman; that one
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brief· contact with a bit of the red-hot glass would be e.x..
tremely painful - :tf not more serious ... it is remarkable
that there is so little difficulty.

Although every man is

evidently engrossed in his own particular task, he must band,
turn, and constantly be aware of everything that is. going on
about him - if he wishes to keep himself whole and unscarred.
The lif'e of a glass-blower is limited, and most of them are
retired when comparatively young.
Almost carelessly disposed on long tables just outside.
the main room are clay bowle in which the dyes are kept.
Among the inconglomerate mesa are samples of glass, broken
bi1:s showing unusual. color, lumps of dyestuf".f, and a few odd
glass articles..

An American factory owner would be revolted

at such a situation, and he would certainly never allow the
.freedom and individualism granted these workers.

But then,

neither would he have workers who create articles for the
sheer delight of creation.

He would have things made by

dozens and hundreds, but he would never understand or sympa. thize with the theory that there .is little

run

in wholesale

. creation; in fact, he workers would be purged of' all o.f ·
their artistic tendencies before they could properly fit into
· the factory environment.
After all, however, this is no tirade against American
labor policies,. but it is necessary that the reader come to
a sympathetic understanding of the Indian 1 s attitude toward
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labor before their crafts can properly be understood.

not think for a minute that they are lazy.

Do

Much of the

"manana" spirit attributed to the Mexican is a myth, and it
is certain that he works hardest at what he likes best.
One can spend hours roaming about the. showrooms of the
glass factory.

There are countless shelves of old musty

glasses and bowls.

Here is a row of Guadalupe bottles; wine

bottles .in various· colors, and made in the image of the Virgin
of Guadalupe.

These are charming and decorative, and most

visitors carry one or more away with them.

There are some

tables arranged with sparkling glass, and one can procure an
amazingly complete dinner service, including dinner plates,
salad plates, sherbets with plate, butter dishes, cups with
saucers, three sizes of glasses, center bowl and .cake server,
candle sticks, sugar and creamer, and perhaps a Guadalupe
bottle, too, all for under twenty dollars.

Mexican articles,

if sold at all in numbers, are usually offered in tens rather
than our usual dozen, and it is to be remembered that no two
within the number will be exactly alike.
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CHAPTER VIII

LACQUER WARE

Probably Mr. Frederick Davis of Mexico City am Taxeo
has been the outstanding patronof Mexican arts in modern
times.

He became interested in the various crafts, and

succeeded in gaining the support of other art-lovers •. His
&hop in Mexico City is a veritable museum of Mexican. artifacts, all chosen with taste and. a genuine feeling for the
·rare and the beautiful.

1

He has succeeded in encouraging

the old art of lacquer making, and his collection of f.ine
pieces is unusually complete.
Chinese lacquerware is outstanding in its quality,

with the work. of the Japanese at its best holding second
place.

Mexican lacquerware has something of the quality of

Chinese work, but it has not yet reached the peak of perfection found in the Oriental work.
The process followed in :making really good lacque.rware
is long and tedious.

Better pieces in Mexico are of gourds

or calabashes, cut to the desired shape.

The covering is

smoothed out wi.th sandpaper, and then a coat of lacquer is
put on and allowed to dry.

This must be rubbed down thor ..

oughly before another coat is added, and a coat must be used
1

Last year Mr. ·Davis became associated with Sa.nbol-ri•s,
and his own shop bas been closed.
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for each color to appear in the finished pattern, and all
are covered with a final colorless coat.

The secret of

quality lies in the amount and manner of rubbing each coat
of lacquer given.

The lacquer isma.de from a small insect

which thrives·in the Terra Caliente, or hot country.

These

are ground, and the result is an oily, mucilagenous substance to which the coloris added.
After the object is fully coated, the pattern is incised and scraped until the desired colors are achieved
through the layers of lacquer.
used in incising the pattern.

Often the.fingernails are
The number of coats of lac-

quer varies from three to forty.

Of course, the value of

the piece is largely dependent upon the number of coats, as
~any

well as the quality of the design.

of the old pieces

show a decided Chinese influence in pattern, while the best
of the modern pieces are usually decorated with simple animal
or flower forms.

One of the most common designs is that of

a cocky blue bird on a red bowl.

The design, by the way, is

placed in nearly every case on the inner surface of the object if it is meant to hold things.
in some of the pottery.

This is true as well

Of course, bottle, rattles, and

variously shaped gourds are decorated on their outer surfaces.
As there is more demand. than supply for lacquerware, .
much lacquer work is placed on wooden boxes and bowls.

Some

of it is simply painted on, without the permeability of

; I
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finish accorded the genuine pieces.

To distinguish a

genuine piece from the painted articles, run.the finger
. over the surf'ace, and the depth or the ridges in the incised article is obvious to the touch.

A f'ine piece feels

much like an engraving.
Most of the work seen in Mexico City comes f'rom
Michoacan.

These pieces are usually either red, blue,. or

black, and have animal or f'lower motifs ·rreely inscribed
on them.

One may see bowls, trays, or even chests - as well

as small boxes - in this ware.

A more ancient type of·work,

and more closely resembling that of the.Chinese, comes from
Olinala, Guerrero, to the south of Michoacan.

Boxes made

of scented wood with lasting f'ragrs.nce are decorated here.
Some ·lacquerware is made in Chiapas.
In any shop the bright colors and gay decorations.of
these· lacque:Ped bowls and boxes will catch the eye.

While

the painted articles look very much like the lacquered ones
to the casual glance, and while they are far cheaper to.buy,.
it is tobe remembered that the paint will chip, and probably
the green wood of the underlying surface will.warp and split,
so the more expensive pieces are a far better investment for ·
the purchaser.

And, in spite of the fact that he has no

over-head, remember that the profits of the Indian are small!
Very few good pieces of Mexican craft are as expensive as
comparable articles would be elsewhere in the world, with
the possible exception of China.
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CHAPTER IX
LEATHER

Although leatherwork is not a major art, we must give
it some consideration when we talk about Mexican crafts,
because it has a definite place in the everyday life of the
Indian, .and because every marketplace has its s,tall full of
leather articles which usually prove alluring to,the traveler.

Then, too, some of the woven sandals are so well made

and so amusing in pattern that they.have a very definite
decorative value.
Probably the most interesting sight in the station
yard of Mazatlan is the spread of leather work over most
of the pavement.

There are more shoes and sandals of vari-

ous types than anything else, but the wily peon has several
belts, holsters and other articles off at the side to tempt
(

those who show no interest in the foot gear.

As this is the

first real glimpse of Mexican craft for the traveler from
California, beyond the straw articles offered in station
markets to the north, the shoemaker usually does a thriving
business.

Many of the sandals are woven with brightly

colored strips of leather, with the pattern on the toe an
intricately worked tree, animal, or even a flower, necessarily geometric in form.

The favored colors are a gay
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magenta, yellows, orange, green, and dark blue, with strips
. of natural leather by way of contrast.
is stitched to a solid leather sole.

The body of the sho.e
The sandals worn by

the natives are of the same type, but are much heavier in
.weight, and are ordinarily of natural leather.
clumsy but essentially comfortable.

They are

However, they tend to·

give a large footed eff'ect, which is often shown in pictures·
of natives.

Cowhide is the favored leather, but one also

sees articles in reptile, pigskin, and even goatskin.
In .Mexico City, and in Cuernavaca there are literally
hundreds of shoe stores.

In Mexico City many of the shops

cater exclusively to a trade which favors the EUropean type
of shoe, but in Cuernavaca a sandal much like the Deanville
shoe so favored here a few years ago is most popular.
Probably the shoe is as much indication of civilization as
any other sign, because the poorer natives still go about
bare footed most of the time.
The Mexicans are noted for their shoe making, and are
adept at the trade.

Many of the woven sandal-type are

imported into the United States, where they are rapidly
findingfavor with both men and women who want comfort for
their feet and an artistic distinction to boot.
There are many leather articles which are embossed with
florid Spanish designs-- coat:-of-arms, various devices,
monograms, and flowery whirls and vollutes are popular 11

One
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can acquire a belt, or a fine holster 1 a bag or a portfolio.
for. about as much as the leather alone would coat in the·
·States.

Probably· the most beautiful work is to be seen. on

· the saddles and bridles 1 which are tooled or embossed, and
then finished with engraved silver trappings.
The dyes used in the colored leathers hold up unusually
wellJI and the leathers themselves are of such fine quality
that.it is almost impossible to wear out a Mexican sandal.
The designs :found on most of' the articles are not particular.

.

..·lY characteristic of' Mex1co, although sometimes one will see ·
purses or portfolios bearing replicas of' the Aztec qalendar,
or some of the gods and winged serpentsJI symbols of' the.
ancient religions.
Some of the leather dyes are simply the usual commercial
product Jl but others are made from old and secret Indian.·
:formulas.

The color is unusually brilliant and fast.

It is difficult to evaluate Mexican leatherwork because
it is so varied in quality.

The saddles and trappings used

· by the charros, · Mexican gentlemen riders, are often w-orks
of' art.

On the other hand, some leatherworkers have £allen

into the habit of stamping, rather thanhand tool1ng.the
leather.

This cannot be considered fine craftsmanship.

6.4

CHAPTER X

METAL ·
Theart of metal-work is one of the purer finearts of
present-day Mexico.,

For centuries, master-craftsmen have·

designed and beat out articles o:f great beauty.
were particularly adept at this work.
been well known for years.

The Aztecs

Mexican silver has·

Because of the rich silver mines

of the country, there was plenty of material at hand, and
because. of the great quantity available, the cost for raw ·
material was relatively low.

But the Mexican craftsman is

thoroughly accomplished at working in other metals., too•

A typical silver craft shop may be visited on the outskirts of Mexico City.

Here there is no question of' elegant

surroundings or of air-conditioning.

The "factory" is simply

a long shed, open on one side, under which twenty or thirty
men work with a lusty will..

First a bar of silver is taken

from the safe.

This is beaten until it becomes a thin flat

sheet of metal.

Then the craftsman, with ball pe1n hammers

and rawhide mallets, shapes the sheet into the desired form.
When this tedious process is finished, the whole is given
a coating of asphaltous material and the design is drawn on
with a steel needle.

An acid bath. is used to etch the de.o.

sign upon the surface of the article.

The process :fa that
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of any etching upon metal; the first bath bites the surface lightly, and any parts of the pattern which are to be
kept delicate are filled with the acid-resisting substance.
Each dip in the acid results in deeper lines.
A few years ago it was the custom to sell·the finished
articles by weight alone, but while this plan is still
followed to a certain extent '"'" that is, one may buy a bowl
for fifty pesos, or one which in appearance is identical
for one hundred pesos, the difference being in the weight there is some charge forthe work now.

Since the abandon-

.ment of the gold standard in the United States, silver has
become much more valuable; as a result,the price for finished articles has more than.doubled in the J..a.st yea.rand a
half.
One of the principal sources for the silver is in
ancient silver coins, which have far leas alloy than modern
ones.

Much of modern Mexican silver is now being made in

what we call "sterling," which has a rather large alloy
content.

The older ware has only enough alloy to allow

the working of the silveP.

The finished products are often

so soft that they are fragile, and easily bent.

In

There are two distinct schools of design followed.

one, the traditional Indian motifs are used - birds, animals,
foliage, the Aztec calendar, and other typical forms•

As

tourists, however, have demanded replicas of old English
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ware, and other.forms with which they are fa.zn.iliar, many
pieces are carefully wrought and sophisticated in pattern.
The traditional pieces are far cruder, and are often naive
in decoration, but they are far more valuableto one who
prefers work characteristic of the country.

Since the

Indians are adept at handling the metal, each piece, whether
an original creation or a copy, is beautifully wrought.
It was interesting to see a set of dinner plates being
made for the palace of the President of Mexico.

Twenty•

four large plates were made in very heavy ware, while four
dozen were being wrought in a lighter weight.

It was ex-

plained that the heavier plates would be used for noteworthy
guests, while others were served on.the less expensive ones!
The churches are full of fine pieces of wrought silver
in crucifixes, candlesticks and other ornaments.

In the

Church of Guadalupe there are several blocks of solid silver
altar rails, but these are now being sold to obtain money
for needed repairs to the building.
Besides the more utilitarian objects, there is .a.
flourishing craft among silversmiths who center. their effor.ts
on jewelry-making..

Here again we find a striking similarity

to Chinese work and design. ·In the shops of Mexico City one
finds filigree work in both gold and silver, modernistic
pieces of super-sophisticated finish, as well as various decorative objects in beaten silver.

Often the pieces are set
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with semi-precious stones, the most pop-p.lar being turquoise
and obsidian.

Mexican jewelry is similar in type to that

made by our own Amer>ican Indians 1 but it is

~ch

more de1i- .·

cate and intricate in workmanship.
The native craftsman does not always work in silver and
gold.

There is much fine work in copper, for example.

one

may acquire kettles or bowls in this baser metal which rival

those better known ones made in China for excellence of'
workmanship.

Then there are the ever-present novelties -

ashtrays and other gadgets- in copper as well.as silver.
In Taxco, some interesting work is bei·ng done in tin.

Among

the articles made are candleabra, bowls, ashtrays,. picture
and mirror .frames, and so on.

They are simple in f'.orm, and

many of them are delightful in pattern.
Essentially, the craft o.f metal work has not been
appreciably influenced by the Spanish.

The Indian silver-

smiths were already<expert at their trade before the coming
of' Cortes; their work was finer than that of most European
·craftsmen of' the time, and some of' the jewelry and other
articles found in the excavations of Monte Alban would compare favorably for rugged beauty with some of. the masterpieces of all time.
However, one metal craft introduced by the Spanish was
that of' the tempering of steel, as well as the making of
knives, and other blades; there are many articles, such.as

spurs and other accoutrements for horse and rider of steel
and silver made in the mS.nner of the famous Toledo work.
Then there are many fine examples of wrought iron work
to be seen in the grills of the cathedrals, as well as in
some of the private homes.

This work is excellent and: many

p'-eces may be found which are as decorative as the work from
Spain.

Some of the ancient well-heads have a. strong Spanish·

flavor in design, and might well have been the pl'Oduct of
the Old World.

Many of. the gateways al'e exquisitely WI'ought,

with designs which al'e intl'i:cate and fantastic.·
Although much woi'k is turned. out with the toul'ist in
mind, most of the silversmiths still have a profound respect
fol' theil' art, and each piece is given the Cai'e and thought,
as well as expei't handling, that only. an artist can give.
It is not the I'B.W ma.tel'ial which counts • I'athei' it is the ·
conception of an artist of pattel'nand fol'mwhich sel'ves to
lift the finished object above the mei'ely utilital'ian into
the I'ealm of the fine al'ts.
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CH.4.PTER XI
PAINTING

In this modern age when exhibits of paintings are
being superseded by showings of cogs and wheels and other
impedimenta of industrialism we ar,e prone to forget that
even very primitive people expressed themselves in drawings on·the walls of their caves, and that the"paint.ing
may well be a fair indication of the character and emotion
of a race.

Perhaps one reason·why this situation has come

about lies in the .fact that so many artists have not been
able to get beyond the canvas itself, and their conception
of subject has gotten a little out of hand.

Whether the

cubes and vol utes and abstractions of the modernist are
capable of expressing emotions will necessarily be proved
by time alone.

Too many people think of art as a picture

to hanq on the wall and then forget,. while others, of course,
cannot reach beyond the stage wherein a magazine cover·contains the ultimate satisfaction to their artistic sense.
Mexican painting is unique in that it contains the ·
requisite material to reach all classes or "art consumers."
It is intensely national in feeling; it is full or the
color and strength of the people,. and its themes are as
vividly pictorial as any magazine cover could be, but with
the added richness that distinguishes art from its lesser

Among the early Mexican painters, Miguel Cabrer:a., a
who was born in 1695 and died.in 1768, is one
.the ,greatest figures •. He was one of the foremost painters
his century.
~·.

··.·:

.·

.

.

:

Then there is Jose Ibarra (1688-1756},.whose

.

work.was.sindlar to that of Murillo, especially in·that he
· a ·brilliant colorist.
est painter of' Mexico was a

During the 19th Century the greatCreole (Mexican a.nd Spanish),

Francisco Eduardo de Tresguerras.

He was called the Michael

Angelo of Mexico, as he was one of the most versatile of all
Mexican artists.

Ee was an architect, sculptor, painter,

etcher, engraver onwood, musician, and a poet.

Since he was

deeply religious, most of his work centered around the church.
He planned some of' them, then decorated them.
justly famous.

His work is

Because the early painters were influenced

by the contemporary European painting, they

~re

not of as

much interest to us as are the later ones who have originated
a distinctive and.original manner of work which has placed
them in a category by themselves among the artists of' the
world.

Since there is no ancient tradition in .Mexican

painting, the artists we must study are those of_ the socalled "Mexican Renaissance," a movement which has affected
· the art of the world to an unexpectedly large degree. 1
1 Anita Brenner, Your MexicanHoliday, A Modern Guide,
G. P. Putnam's Sons, NewYork,.-1932, p.62.

'!
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This Renaissance came about as a result of the postrevolutionary enthusiasm for a Mexico for Mexicans.

Some

of the native artists had studied in Europe, and were urged
to discard those influences which would only serve to repro.;
t

duce the European masters.

Their whole-hearted adherence to

this purging of their art has resulted in paintings which are
distinctly localized in character.

Mexican paintings are as

modern as any being produced in the world, although the emphasis here is on symbolism rather than on abstraction.

The

so-called Greek ideal of beauty and proportion has been
thrust into discard, and yet the figures used are distinctively strong and beautiful in their own right.

No one can deny

the force of structural qualities to be found in these paintings, or the fine sense of drama, or the strength of composition.

In nearly every case the form is dignified and the

sense of space-relationships is highly developed.
There are several factors in Mexican painting which
must be thoroughly understood before one can establish a
proper background for its appreciation.

It is said that we

like only what we can understand, and it is to be admitted
that the ideal preparation for the enjoyment of these really
great paintings is a sympathetic appreciation of the Mexican
people themselves; the struggles they are going through even
at the present; the turmoil and strife of the past few years;
the forced submission to outer forces, which goes deep into

~--------

---

----1

--------------

---

---

-------
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history; the attitude of the people toward authority, toward
·the church, toward each other-- all must be realized.,
Ultimate appreciation of Mexican art can never come to ·those
who have not visited the country.

For one thing, they will.

lack the·feeling for the people which we have specified as
necessary.

For another, the finest Mexican pai.ntings . are

murals on the walls of public buildings throughout the
country, and no reproduction - no matter how fine it may be can ever truly capture the emotional essence of a work of·
art.
It is· significant that

thes~

artists were deputized by

the government to decorate the walls of various public
buildings, and that the subjects chosen were almost entirely
dedicated ' to the social propaganda of the time.

Our own

government has followed a similar plan in the attempt to
keep alive a national consciousness of the fine arts.

How-

ever, our artists have not been as successful as the Mexicans,
in that they have been too much influenced by previous inter ...
national traditions, and either incapable of creating an
original and typical manner.of expression, or too phlegmatic
to feel vecy deeply the emotional stress of the crisis of
the period.

Perhaps we have lacked the closeness to the

primitive, and the wealth of creative background which is the
· birthright of the Mexican.
Mexican murals are not only monumental in size, but
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there is a greatness of conception and breadth of scope in
.the work s themselves.

A few men arose from this group of

artists employed by the government whose work will in all
probability earn for them the name of' masters.

The effect

of their art has been felt in creative work all over the·
world.

Theirs has probably 'been the outstanding new develop-

ment in the·art field during the last few generations.
Foremost among Mexican painters, and the best known.of
all of them, is Diego Rivera.

His work has had not only

more criticism but also more appreciation than that of' any
artist of modern times.
new work he creates.

The eyes of the world turn to each

He is not always liked, and I think it

would b.e agreed that his best work has been done in Mexico
for Mexicans and of Mexican subjects.

His best known.mural

is the monumental series of panels qepicting the Conquest
of Cortes and the ultimate freeing of the people from the
bonds of oppression.

It must be seen and studied to be

fully appreciated, but the story of its conception and creation is an interesting one.
Mr. Dwight Morrow, Ambassador to Mexico from tf..e United. ·
States was deeply fond of Cuernavaca, and wished to offer to
the village a gift ·that would be lasting in value, and typical of the people themselves.

He conceived the idea of' a

mural on the walls of the upper balcony of the old Cortes.
Palace, which has been for some_years the seat of government

THE CITY OF CUERNAVACA.VIEWED FROM CORTES PALACE

·0\E:Go· R\Vt:.RA .MlJRAL.QN·TWESE WAlLS .

. ··----·-

.. -.......

...

·--···-··--·-

·---'--
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offices.

The walls were particularly appropriate for such

an undertaking.

They were large enough for a big showing,

and not too cut up by doors.

Then, too, there was a magnifi-

cent view from the balcony, which was conducive to a larger
understanding of aesthetic endeavors.

Mr. Morrow talked with

Diego Rivera about his idea, but the artist felt that he had
no inspiration for such agigantic piece of work.

Finally,

it was agreed that the subject should be, most appropriately,
that of the conquering of the people by Cortes.

Rivera was

sent to Spain to study in the museums there the woodcarvings
representative of the leading characters in the conquest. He
made many sketches from which he drew his principal figures.
This accounts for the somewhat wooden attitudes of some of
the figures, for he preserved the feeling of his sketches in
his finished painting.

This same wooden quality serves to

emphasize the overpowering feeling one has that ali people
are but puppets, and that as the strings are pulled, so do
they act.
This mural has certain qualities which might not be
obvious without some study.

For example, the artist has

been harsh and cynical in his depiction, yet he has exhibited
a restrained sense of humor.

He has shown clearly the super-

stitions of the people -- their incredulities, their innate
fineness.

On the other hand, he has shown the cruelties

imposed upon the Indians by the Spaniards and subtly he has
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contrasted the naive peons, and their interests· in the
si:mple and fine things of life with the more sophisticated
Spaniards and their crafty ambitions.

All of the character-

istics of any invasion·a.re to be seen here -the welding of
.the races, the superimposing of one civilization upon
another, the bowing to the yoke of oppression on the part
ofthe conquered race.

The whole is so profoundly moving

that I doubt whether anyone could stand before the great
work and not feel an emotional thrill because of the basic
truths contained in it, and their extremely fine expression.
Color is an integral part or every painting.

One may

enjoy true aesthetic appreciation in Rivera's mural.

An

artist can literally revel in the way color has been employed - brilliant where needed, subdued where it will best
express the mood.

Rive.ra does not model with color.

He

follows the modern doctrine of expressing :form inthe drawing itself.

He applies color. so as to gfve the effect of a

.glow :from within the painting.

Thus did the old masters

use color, but this fine handling is practically a lost art
today.

This technique allows an almost sculptured eff'ect

in the figures.

The color is an integral part of them, not

simply a. superficial embellishment •.
Below the main mural are a series of small panels
illustrating various stories connected with the invasion.
These are done in tones of black and white.

It is necessary
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to actually feel the surface of the wall before one can
'believe thatthese are not bas-reliefs.
One of the most amusing panels of th~ main mural depicts the introduction of the sugar-cane industry, and its
accompanying alcohol distilleries, by the Spanish.

In the

background are peons carrying ln the great bundles of cane.
Ina hammock on the porch of a building in the foreground
is a man.very evidently in the last stages of inebriation.
Behind him on the wall of the porch is a painting of the
Virgin.

The guide explains that the duty.of this man is

to sample the alcohol!

During the course of his duty,

intoxication is inevitable.

Fearful of hia.status in the

church, the poor man has the Virginplaced.so she can see
him at all times, and know that his,tippling is merely in
the course of his business.
Another panel shows the construction of the very building in which we stand to see the ·mural.

Still others show

the toll demanded of. the simple Indians by the greedy. church.
.

.

Probably the most famous part of the mural is that section
which shows the deliverer, Zapata, with his great white
horse.

On one of the pillars of the balcony is a gigantic

pol'trait of the savior, Morelos, but the face is that of
Rivera himself.
Many people consider Rivera's mural, Fertility, which
. is in the chapel of the school at Chapingo, his masterpiece •.

7'7

This work is essentially Mexican in character, almost primitive in its handling.

Other famous Rivera murals are to be

seen on the walls of the National Secretariat of Education,
and in the auditorium of the National University, both in
Mexico City.

Then, of course, there are his murals in the

United States, over which there has been so much controversy.
One is in the Stock Exchange Building in San Francisco ..
Another is to be found in the California School of Fine Arts,.
in the same City.

Rivera, who is essentially a rebel, has

always been concerned with the rights of m.an, and has ridiculed capital and all which the term implies.

He has been

'one of the leaders in Mexican communist circles; several
times he has felt it politic to absent himself from his
native land.

Without this rebel spirit he might achieve

·untold heights in the realm of painting, bUt on the other
hand, without this burning emotional passion he might never
have reached the position he now occupies in the world of
art.

Whether age will find him burned out end lacking in

inspiration, or returned to his earlier more humble attitude,
only time will tell.

Surely, however, it may be said that

he is one of the great masters of today, and only the years
will serve to place him in the high position in which he
rightfully belongs.
Second only to Rivera in importance is a yotinger man
who was associated with the same group employed by the
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government in the decorating of public buildings - Jose
Clemente Orozco • . Some critics feel that his work is really
superior to that of Rivera, but that he has. simply not been
so prolific and well-known.

His style is distinctly Mexican,

although it is totally different from the work of Rivera.
He exhibits a depth of passion which can be compared to· that
shown in the paintings of El Greco.

.There is an almost

terrible sincerity in his work, and a violence which sometimes leads him to
of beauty.

ali

effect of gruesomeness rather. than

His figures often seem desecrated and depraved,

. but there is a strength that is smashing and overpoweringly
intense.

He, too, has used some of the conquest themes as.

well as- subjects concerning the various revolutions within
the country.

Some of his best work is in the National

University of Mexico.
his Prometheus.

In Pomona College, California, is·

Another mural is at Dartbmouth College.

His color is darker and richer than that ordinarily used by
Rivera.

He is fond of symbolism.

He was primarily a car-

toonist, but the humor of his paintings is awful and sordidly real.

His work is to be watched, :for here is another

potential master, one whose technique, like that of Rivera,
has had a far-reaching effect on the art of the world.
There are many other Mexican .artists whose names are
·as yet best known in their own country.

David Alfaro

Sequeiros was chiefly responsible for agitatingthe movement

l'.)n;:~e.·p,s,rt

of the government to employ the native .artists.·

M11ch, of.>his work is :unfinished, beeaus e he was too busy
get~ing

other artists at work.

:rJ;,;.

His figures are reminiscent

of' the :'almost Egyptian qual1 ty of. Aztec figures, .in which
.the whole. is so stylized tba t ··a m.a.sk-like ef:fect is gained.
He~

.and ·Amado de la Cueva worked together on some panels in ·.

the i chapel of the: University of Guadalajara• : Many of the
pjllaeants and· soldiers they have draW'n have almost the effect
of caricature.

Carlos·Merida is best·known·as a colorist.

The cJiexican-Ameri.can ..artist, Covarrubias, is primarily known
for his cartoons and caricatures, but he has recently produced some very fine decorative paintings o:f native lire in
various parts of' the world, done in a distinctly Mexican
manner, and pleasing in design and color.
These are the more important artists o:f present-day
Mexico, but there are at least f'ifty others who have produced work of outstanding merit, but who have not yet achieved fame.

It can safely be prophesied that the school of art

wh1ch is so typically Mexican will .endure the test of time,
and that the virile quality of' its work Will outlive the
importance o:f the subject matter depleted.
Besides the murals which are so typical of' Mexico, each
artist mentioned is also represented in various galleries
:throughout Mexico and the United States with easel paintings.
Diego Rivera has found time, as well, to do the illustra-
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tiona for several books.
of
Two
,
_.
.n1que.

In Stuart Chase's Mexico, ! Study

Americas, one may see Rivera drawings in brush techo..

_,.,,.

These give

a .fair indication o.f the type of .figures

he uses, as well as his .feeling for space relationships.
Although some o.f the artists have experimented with
· other media, such as lithographs and the wood cut, they are
at their best when they work with a large format, in big
simple planes, and with a conception of space and subject
which is at once primitive, yet with that sopl!istication
which is bound to come with civilization.

/

if
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CHAPTER XII
POTTERY.

Of all the craft work in Mexico, the art of pottery
making is probably the most sincereexpression of the individuality of the race.

Archaeologists cannot tell us

definitely when the first pottery was made, but it is fairly
certain tpa.t the methods of its making, and even of its sale,
have not changed appreciably in centuries.

It is probable

that primitive tribes found that certain clays hardened
about their fires, and that they discovered that they cruld
shape the material into forms that would be more pl'act1eal
and far more durable than the baskets and gourds which they
had been using for their utilitarian

purposes~

We do kno:w

that they made this early pottery in the shapes to which
they were accustomed, simple, natural forms.

Today the.best

pottery forms are still built on these simple lines, although·
the strange influence of civilization has left its mark in
the shape of incongruous sophistications.
Pottery is made throughout Mexico.
decidedly a family affair.

Its making is

However, as in the case of most

of the crafts, there are centers which are especially well
known for the individuality of the work.

In some cases,

the more primitive types of functional objects are still
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mS:de fti·crude, unglazed, baked clay, but in other g:roups,

the
we'

ceramic art has been developed to a high degree, so th~t
find· articles that possess a f'ine decorative value; w!th-

ou:t(the loss o:f' the-utilitarian aim of' the c:raf'ts.
Tonala ahd Tlaquepaque are both f'amous as pottery

tfllag~s, ·and nearly all of the inhabitants of' these places
~re 'concerned in. one way or another with the mak:trig or

s·$J.1f!lg 'of. the product.

These villages are only

clistazic·e !'rom Guadaiajara.

a

short

A visit to them is illuminating,

'both· a!fto the pottery craf't, and as to some of' the malign
iilfluences at work which' are . tending. to detract f'rom the
f'ineness of the art.
;

.

~

day

The crude pottery- used by the peasants f'or their everyrequirements is· made entirely· by hand, many pieces being

baked ·in the sun rather than in kilns.

This ware is· homely

a~c::l'not very durable, but it can be 'niade with no cost at all

·e6-the:producer; therefore, it sells for an amazingly small .

pfice~

Every market day, groups of peons walk for miles

tr6m;·all directions, carrying ioads of' pottery in bundles·

oil' their

backs.

I:f they are more prosperous,. small donkeys

~r:r~~:~verloaded with great baskets or sacks' 6£ .~.the ·ware.·

·W:hen::'tlie zrtarket place is reached,· the go6ds are spread out,
. and we''Ins.y observe a f'ine example o:f the age-olc:f'custom·

of

'6if:;te1•~·anci. exchange~ . The seller, who is also the. ·craftsman,

$~~~li1s: to 'be f'ar more 'interest~d in gossiping' with 'his neigh-
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bore than in sell:tng his goods.
his stock is not af'f'ected.

His utter indifference to

His principal purpose in coming

·to the market is to exchange bits of' news with .friends he
sees but rarely, and only secondarily to dispose of' his
pottery in order to obtain in return the few necessities
he requires .for existence.

Like the Chinese, the Mexican

loves to bargain; so much so that sometimes an incommensurate'
amount of time is spent. il'). haggling over the price of' some
article -·notbecause the amount of money involved really
means anything to the seller or to the.buyer, but just .for
the actual enjoyment of' the argument.
The stock of' these market craf'tsmen-sellers contains
such usef'ul articles as bowls, mugs, cups, great tall water
. jars (which one sees the women balance on their heads in
carrying water .from wells to their homes), plates, and
similar :utilitarian objects.

.'

Sometimes a simple glaze is

used, and of'ten these semi""'glazed pieces have a name scrawled across the surf'ace.

Thus onemay buy a plate bearing

the name Lolito, or Pedro, or Rosita - .and again the homely
sentiments are casually introduced, with little idea of'
resultant pattern.

However, the very simplicity and naivete

of these bits of' cheap pottery are charming.
In the pottery villages the craf't has advanced beyond
this primitive .family idea.
~ogether,

Here groups are apt to work

spending as much time with their chattering and·
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singing as they do in actual work.

It is inaccurate to call

their efforts work, since as soon as the play

spi~it

is lost,

the Indian becomes an automaton and ceases to be a creative
artist in his own right, if, indeed, he is content to produce anything at all.

However, even in these pottery groups,

the artist retains the secrets known only to his family.

One

Indian may possess the priceless knowledge of a certain black
glaze, another of a red, and so on.
Some of the groups have been sponsored by foreigners
who have endeavored to .recreate perfect surroundings for
their proteges, in order that the craftsmen might have an
atmosphere similar to that to which they have been accustomed,
and one which woul.d also be conducive to the highest type of
creative effort.

Lee Artes Azteca, in Tlaquepaqua, for ex-

ample, is a flourishing pottery establishment started by an
Englishwoman whose purpose was to foster an art which was
tending toward the decadent.

Her motives were high.

How-

aver, there is little doubt that the style of pottery was
materially influenced by ideas foreign to the traditionally
Mexican.

Even now many of the creations of this place are .

lacking in the virility which is typical of thebast in
native pottery.

Here the Indians work in a p;J_easant patio.

Thera are a few pottery wheels, but much of the shaping is
still done by hand.

The forms are essentially good, with

the exception of some of the too highly sophisticated
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proportion and design.

As he is essentially superstitious

even today, in spite of the religion.grafted upon the. old
altar-gods form of his history, the artist·usually leaves
·a. small break in the lines of a pattern to allow the escape

of evil spirits.

Although no pattern is drawn on, the

finished design always comes out in the correct position,.
even on bowls and vases, for the artist .has a fine feeling
for space, and is able to judge his proportions with a
su1'eness that seems almost miraculous to the onlooker.
Among the various glazes which hav.e been developed by
this particular gro.up, there is a lovely gray blue, a black,
on which colored designs are inscribed,a yellow which verges
toward the mustard.

On these the designs are done in

brilliant clear colors.

Unf.ortunately, most of the glazes

are not very durable, so the pieces are more decorative than
use.ful.

Hot waterturns the gray blue to a mottled color

. which contains a good amount of green.
waterproof.

The black is fairly

The glazes aresoft like thoseused iri Italian

peasant pottery, and neither of them stand the test of time
as factory-developed glazes do.

However, the pieces are so

lovely in color and so amusing 1n pattern that one·rorgets
their impracticability, and acquires them for their decorative value alone.

This is amply compensating.

more durable glazes will

~e

Probably

developed, and these more sophis-

ticated pieces will gain the utilitarian value round in the

,..
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cruder peasant pottery.
Charming toys are made in clay, and decorated in absurd
and del1,ghtful ways.

The best known toy is the pig bank.

These may be bought in a variety of forms and colors for a
few cents.

Mrs. Dwight Morrow was so taken with a small

yellow pig, whose sides were decorated with bright flowers,
that she wrote a book about it.

This has increased the

interest of those who have read it so that nearly every
visitor takes away some of' the toys. Then there are small
donkeys, clay fruit in fantastic forms, and little figures
depicting phases of everyday life.
Sunday finds Tlaquepaque crowded with people from·the
nearby towns.

Many families come out from Guadalajara,

and every member of the group carries home some bit of
pottery.

Unfortunately, one sees the evidence of civiliza-

tion and its toll upon artistic endeavor.

Io'or example,

some of the shops are full of' clay images of all the well
known figures of American life - from Mutt and Jeff and the
cigar-store Indian, replete with feathered headgear, to
President Roosevelt and his predecessors in

office~

there are life-sized replicas of Dresden figures.

Then
Dapper

looking townsmen may be seen lugging off figures almost as
•
big as they are which are duplicates of the old jockey-type.
of.hitching post which were once popular in front of Victorian houses in the United States.

There are also a good
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many pigmies and gnomes such as some people stand about in
gardens, but which· surely have no art val ue• . To find a
really good piece of pottery it is necessary to search among
·all of this trash.

It is becoming increasingly difficult to

find the simpler pieces of excellent design.

There is no

doubt but that the art of pottery making in Mexico has been
in steady decline since the first quarter of the 19th Century.
The older pieces are far more valuable today, not only because of their age, but also because their decorative value
is so much higher than that of the modern. product.
Occasionally one sees pieces dating :from the 17th Century which show a very strong Chinese inf'luence.

Du:r-ing

that time great boat-loads of ceramics, as well as fabrics
o:f' great richness, were brought over from the Orient.
found much :favor with the wealthy in Mexico.

These

The native

potter was able to imitate these pieces remarkably well so well that it is difficult to distinguish between the
original and the copy.

Even today, many pieces of pottery

show a decided Chinese feeling for design.
Among the articles made f.or the tourist trade in ·
Tlaquepaque, the large plates centered with a lead east o:f'
the Aztec calendar, and bordered with symbolic Aztec designs
on an unglazed §urface, are very popular.

Strangely enough,

some o:f' these are quite decorative in spite of the fact that
they are literally potboilers, and that the designs have. been

obviously borrowed from old Aztec pieces.

They are copies

in a way, yet the individuality of the artist has
softened the plagiarism.

~omewhat

One chuckles at this childish

duplicity rather than condemning the artist for not staying
with pure creation.
Many tourists are thrilled with the artists who can
deftly model a remarkable likeness of a sitter.

It would

be far better for the artist if he would spend more time
with this sort of

representation~

rather than lower his art

with the cheap models of American funny-paper characters.
There .are a few tiles made in this section of the country~

but here again they are decorative rather than utili-

tarian in value.

Often .a high glaze is employed, and heads

and figures strongly influenced by the work of Rivera are
painted upon them.
When we speak of tiles, however, we must consider the
district around the town of Puebla, for this section of
Mexico is famous not only for the quality of its pottery, but
for the beauty and quality of its tiles.
a di.f.ferent pottery tradition.

In Puebla we have

The other groups o:f which

we have been talking have only the old Indian methods of
making and decorating pottery, with an outcropping of foreign
influence which has

change~ypes

basic traditions and methods.
w~

and character, but not the

In Puebla, on the other hand,

recognize a purely Spanish influence.
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About the middle of the 16th Century, the·Dominican
Friars brought into Mexico a m.unber ·or Toledan potters, as
well as a quantity of Talavera pottery and Mudejar tiles.
A number of native craftsmen were employed in emulation of
the Spanish artists, and before long there were some five
hundred groups of workers making these types of pottery in
and about Puebla.
Even today the Talavera pottery is among the best made·
in Mexico.

The art has not been cheapened as has much of

the more typically native work.

We find that it is crude

and somewhat gaudy in coloring, but its.artistic value has
been maintained.

Blue and yellow colors predominate, applied

so thickly on a milky white ground that the conventionalized
pattern is in relief.

The designs are.flower forms, animals,

or human figures o.f exaggerated proportions.

Also there

are semi-religious subjects.- saints, for example, done in
yellow and black on raised blue ground.

Occasionally, one

sees green, dark brown, or brick red colors, but the dark
rich blues on white, and the orange-yellow ahd blue combinations are most common.
At this time there are few potteries left in the vicinity of Puebla.

The two most important ones are those of

the families Isauro Iriarte, and the Guevara Brothers.

These

. craftsmen who are the descendants of Spanish-trained workers,
still hold the secrets for the making of the Talavera ware,
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as well as the f'ormulas f'or majolica, or tin enamelled
pottery.
In f'ormer years, the tiles f'rom this district were sent
all over the world to be used. in decorating churches arrl
other f'ine buildings, and there is still a good demand f'or
them today.

Many of' the buildings.of Puebla have exquisite

tile work, both inside and out.

The tiled domes of the

cathedrals are f'amous f'or their beauty.

One of' the show-

places of' the village is the Casa del Alf'enique, also called
the "Sugar-Cake .House," which is bUilt of' rose-colored stone
with majolica walls.

Fantastic and charming, it could easily

be made a part of' the scenery f'or a f'airy play.
Occasionally caches of pottery and idols are excavated
near the pottery villages.

The clay idols, grotesque and

horrible, exhibit all the characteristics of' similar primitive gods.

The f'aces are usually long and thin, with slight-

ly slanted eyes, a long hooked nose, and a thin-lipped mouth.
The bodies are of'ten hideous·ly proportioned.
pottery is very f'ine in spite of' its crudity.

Some of the
Most of' that

f'ound dates f'rom the Toltec period; generally no glazes were
employed.

However, a f'ew bowls and vases are done in an

opaque greenish glaze, or. sometimes a good black.

The pattern

on these pieces is usually raised, and the f'orms are the
earlygourd and other nature f'orms characteristic of' early
pottery.

Some of this ware is made today in Puebla - the
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only pottery made there at this time which has' a pre-Spanish
influence.

It is not popular with tourists because it has

not the sparkle and color of the Talavera work •.
Some of the pottery made in Oaxaca looks very much like
the work of Marie of San Ildefonso, New Mexico, especially
in the dark gray unglazed finishes.
on simple nature forms.
use.

Their shapes are based

They are designed for functional

When decorations are used, they are crude convention-

alizations of flowers, animals, or an exaggerated version
of the human figure.

Their chief charm lies in their crudity

and utter naivete.
In the second group we may include the work influenced
by the Spanish.

Here we have the Talavera ware and majolica

as the principal examples.

The forms are still fairly simple,.

but they have a certain sophistication.

However, they have

a distinct utilitarian as well as decorative value.
The third group comprises all of the ware made for
tourist consumption as well as for the foreign-influenced
tastes of the natives, and generally speaking, it is lacking
in artistic merit.

Since an alarming proportion or present-

day pottery making falls into this group, it is only to be
concluded that the art is in decadence.

It is to be hoped

that this influence will not pollute the finer art as still
practiced in Puebla and in a few groups near Tlaquepaque
and Tonala.

.....

It is probable that the natiyes' innate love of
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beauty will gradually be stultified until the art of' pottery
making w:l,ll degenerate into an·industrialized manuf'acture in
wh.ieh the product will be only functional without beauty.
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CHAPTER XIII
TEXTILES.

· The sight of' the peasants as they go about their daily
work is· one of the chief charms of Mexico.

We see such .

pictures .as the sarape-draped Indian trudging along with his ·
.

.

.

.

.

overloaded donkey; the cowherder resting by the roadsider;
food vendors with magenta
jelly rolls; men in their rain
.
.

coats of palm leaves.

Then there are the toy vendors With··

their gaywares; the matting and straw goods sellers;·the
charcoal vendors; dairy men pouring milk out in pitchers at
doorways.

Sometimes there is an Indian leading several live

chickens on a string or the ever-present pottery seller with
his stock.

Or we may see peasant women at their tasks • ·

hanging out bright-hued clothes with the washed clothes twisted on top of their heads 1 or groups o:f themwash1ng at a
stream.

Some sit in the marketplace with a few pieces of

fruit arranged in neat piles.

Others stroll about carrying

an infant in the rebozo or shawl about their shoulders or
squat with a nursing child and a few pieces of embroidery.
The native costumes 1 as well as the customs of the people,
add-the final touch of picturesqueness to the scene.
Until recent years, all of the fabric.for their clothes
. was woven on hand looms.

The colorful sarapes and rebozos,

the sombreros and sandals were also hand made.

Now there

is
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. an influx of machine made articles from foreign lands.
Much of the beauty and fine craftsmanship of the costumes
. are dissipated in the wave of industrialism"

However, .there

is still a flourishing weaving trade in Mexico, much of the
output being well worth studying.
Although the sarapes and rebozos are essentially Mexican
in character, they were :f.'i rat made after the coming· of the
Spanish.

The sarape is based on the earliest form of primi-

tive costume.

It is a simple rectangle, with a slit in the.

middle, which allows the piece to be slipped over the head
and draped about the body.
er, folded.
self.

Often it is worn over one should-

The various drapings would ll'..ake a study in it-

The rebozo, worn by all peasant women, is really a

shawl, worn about the shoulders, and often over the head .as
well.

Besides these articles, many other parts of the cos-

ttune are hand woven - the girdles, belts, and bags, for
example.

Then there are embroidered blouses and skirts, as

well as coats which bear designs in stitchery.

Beyondparts

of the ·costume,. the hand weavers also· make stunning blankets
which are famous for their gay colors and fantastic designs.
There are several types of sarape, each characteristic
of a section of the country.
sarape comes from Saltillo.

The best of the old type of
These are dark and rich in color,

.with small geometric patterns woven in.

In the better pieces,

both the warp and the weft are of wool, and the

rna terial is
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dyed in the old manner with stuf'fs taken f'rom various.herbs,
barks, clays, and even insects.
is a Mexican discovery.

The famous cochineal dye

These pieces are closely woven,

many of' the old ones being hundreds of' years old.

Of'ten one

sees an old Indian with one of' the.old type sarapes which
has evidently given service to several generations.
these old pieces which·are most beautif'ul.

It is

In Saltillo today

most of' the weavers are making the serapes which are so
common in all the markets - of' impossibly brilliant colors
woven-in in stripes, with variations of' the diamond pattern
in the center.

Sometimes one serape will have magenta,

orange, grass green, yellow, blood red, electric blue, black,
and white, all in juxtaposition.
to say the least.

The ef'f'ect is startling,

But of'ten out of' these strange color com-

binations comes a rare beauty, an ef'f'ect of' vibration which
is thrilling to the lover of' color.
Heavy, very closely beaten blankets are made in Oaxaca.
The older ones are made in beige, white, black, and gray,.
with occasional bits of' red or green to bring out the simple
geometric patterns.
as rugs.

They are so heavy that tbey may be used

Many of' them are so well designed that they have

a high decorative value.

The newer types f'rom Oaxaca are

gaudy, and usually have amusing and f'antastic designs worked
into them.

Some bear the god of' the sun, others eagles,

tigers, hands holding !'lowers, or queer idols in the center,
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with giddy rainbow stripes at either end of the piece •
.There are some nice blankets from this section in white,
with the pattern of old blue with insets of black and darts
of red.
There is a weavers' village in the Valley of Mexico at
Texcoco where some fine pieces are woven.

Here, too, they

are fond of the pattern which embodies two hands holdmg a
flower, but they also use some conventionalized plant and
animal forms which appeal to the eye.
The looms used in Mexico range from the primitive frame
type, dating to primitive Indian periods, to the more complicated four to eight harness looms of the type we call Danish.
In either case, the loom is usually warped with wool which
has been hand carded and twisted into thread.

On this warp,

the weft colors and patterns are threaded in with small
shuttles, then tabbied with a throw shuttle.

Any piece of

weaving to be good must have these characteristics:

the

warp should be as free of knots as possible in order that the
finish will not be lumpy; the weft must be beaten in evenly,
and the edges should be fairly even so that the finished
piece will hold to a true shape.

Even the introduction of

the pattern, as well as its placing within the piece, is
important, and it must be done with the minimum "bumping" of
the surface.

Not all Mexican weaving is good.

In most cases the weaving is combined with agriculture.
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During_the rainy seasons, whole f'amilies spend their time
at weaving or embroidery.

Young boys are taught the ar:t 'by

·their f'athers, and it is obvious to the initiated that many
. of' the blankets sold in the rnarketplac.es by strolling pedlars
are made by amateurs.

It is easy to learn to distinguish

the good from the bad in weaving.

A poor piece held up to.·

the light will display sections where . the threads have not
been closely beaten together; these spots will not wear well.
Usually in these .. same pieces, the edges will be uneven. >Now,
we do not look for machine perf'ection in any hand craft, but
if it is. to be considered art, the work must be done with· all
·or the care and f'ineness of' f'inish that the materials and
tools of' the craft will allow.

In Mexican pottery we some ...

times ·admire pieces which are primitively crude, but in
weaving, if the piece is to be handsome and durable, the work·
manship must be good.

Weight alone has very little to do

with the quality of' the piece.
there are heavy ones.

There are f'ine blankets, and

The purchaser must dhoose his pieces

f'or the colors, the pattern, and the weight which are most
useful :to him.
Lately the weavers have been making some excellent
cotton pieces f'or table use.

These are in colorful stripes

and plaids with f'igures, animals and !'lowers embroidered upon
them.

Many are richly beautif'ul.

Since they can now be

found more easily in American gif't shops than in Mexico,
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most of us are familiar with the type.

A table set w.i th

cloths or rectangles, Mexican glass which fits the· scene
appropriately, and gayly colored dishes, is very fetching.
The girdles, .belts, and other articles woven in
cotton by the Huichol Indians are to be found in some of
the markets in Guadalajara and Mexico City.

They are usual-

ly in antique blue on white, with the addition. of stripes
or small patterns in red or magenta.
are of

conventionali~ed

The favored patterns

human figures, birds or animals.

These pieces are decorative and interesting, and will fit
in well in most homes.
In any country where woven materials are 1n general
use, embroidery plays an important part in the embellishment of the various woven articles.

Among the colorful

embroidered pieces is the wedding skirt.

This is made in

two rectangular pieces, one of which is made by the groom's
family, and the other by that of the bride.

Each bears a

history of the family in symbolical hierogliphics.

Some-

times there are children riding donkeys, a number of chickens and birds, conventionalized flowers, symbols representing the crops raised, and so on.

The splicing together of

the two pieces is a part of the wedding ceremony,.· and represents the uniting of the two families.

The whole is one

of the most valued possessions of the married couple.
colors are delightfully gay - magentas, blues, greens,

The
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yellows, and reds, all on a creamy white background,.

They

make lovely hangings in almost any home, and although they
are hard to find, the traveler who finally is successful
enough to acquire one counts himself fortunate.
Many of the Indians in the Valley of Mexico do excellent embroidery on cotton, but they are so influenced by
foreign design that many of the finished pieces are a ludicrous combination of cosmopolitan sophistication and primitive naivete.

Some of the' old women squat outside the

hotels in Mexico City in the evenings with a few pieces of
linen, or rectangles and bags of embroidered cotton.

The

patterns seem to indicate that these Indians are of Huichol
extraction, for their designs consist mainly of conventionalized birds, animals, or human figures, made much like
those of the Huichol type.

Often the pattern is in black

or blue on white, but sometimes a red one will appear.
ordered a certain blue one.

We

The old Indian returned with

it a week later, but she had.had too little blue thread,
so she patched it with scraps of material she had at hand.
Thus the main body of the rectangle was made up of blue
patterns in stripes upon a white ground, but one corner
held the design in yellow verging into magenta, and finally
into greenl

To her this was probably far more appealing in

color than the monochromatic pieces of which the tourists
were so fond.

l,Ol,
·"··~

... ':!'he

s~ate

shawl
industry.
:P'
.
. .
.'. : ,
~':

of Puebla is the center of the reboz.o, o.r
Most of these, made in both cotton and silk,

are sombel' in tone.

women wear the black.

Black, brown, and beige, sienna and

A woman must co'Ver her head when

she enters a church, and since the Mexican peasant women do
not wear hats, the rebozo is useful to pull up from the
shoulders about the head.· This probably accounts for the
f'act that the rebozo is not more colorful, because the

.

Indian bas a deeply. rooted feeling. about the dignity of the
church which is so strong that it conquers their love o:f
color, and the dull rebozos seem more decorous to them.
However, many gay and brilliant shawls are made and sold
:for .fiesta use.

We see bright red or blue ones with fringes

of yellow or of magenta.

Some of them are embroidered much

like the Spanish shawls.
The Indians also do some very fine drawn work and embroidery on table linens, but on the whole the work is
inferior to that of other countries 1n this field.

From

the art standpoint, the sarapes and blankets are the most
outstanding work in the weaving craft in Mexico,

Among

other textiles, the wo'Ven cotton table sets are mbst unusual
characteristically Mexican.

Mexican embroidery is at

its best when it is typically Indian, and those pieces which
are made on f'oreign patterns are, despite .excellence of work-.

1{)4

decorative possibilities of' the glazed and painted.clay
figures 1 but they are immeirisely popular with children.
All sorts of articles are made with astonishingly
accurate workt,nanship, with the delight of the child in
mind.

There are wicker' furniture sets, tiny dishes, and

srriaYi"' bromns' - all. of them almost microscopic in size.
'-'4

..

Then there are puppets .. priests, cha.rros, bullfighters 1
a'nd peasants.

There are peasant figures made of' clay and

c'i.bt:h, dressed according to their profession.

There are

wo:6'd..-carvel figures and animals, and painted cardboard toys

a.f

ali kinds.

st'i.ck·s.

There are b:irds and animals and :figures on

Bakers and candy makers. work out figures in their

materials.
Most of these toys are well designed, and are made with
1()\/:ing care.

They seem far supel'ior to the flaxen-haired

dolls and the stiff, sophisticated toys so popular with our'
children.
them.

They show the fact that it has been fun to make

The Mexican craftsman willingly spends hours of labor
.

oviiu:;. anything which is fun to make.

.

.

It is this same spirit

fn: ~·11 of the crafts which makes Mexican work distincti~e

ahcf o~iginal.

Don't overlook the toys - there are so many

of· them ttuit i t would almost be an impossibility to do so -

bh't

he~e

people.

is

another indication of the soul of' a pr:imi tive
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fine shops, of course, but even there most of the native
products are to be found in the arcades and marketplaces.
Only the.finest pieces find their way into the stores.
Although there are many shops in the villages, they are much
like stalls - small squares of space enclosed by three walls.
Carved f'urni ture, boxes, or picture frames can be found in
almost any of the larger markets.
Other woodcarved products are worthy of attention.
There are many little figures of varying quality.

Mr.

Frederick Davis of Mexico City, who, with Rene d 1 Harnoncourt,. has done much to rehabilitate Mexican peasant crafts,
has a few good pieces - animals and saintly figures.

Fo:r

the most part, the figures are childishly crude, some,badly
painted, with little to redeem them from the ordinary.
However, the peasants farther south have carved canes,
sticks, and umbrella handles for years.

Some of the queer

heads of idols and animals and other designs are almost exclusively Aztec in origin.

These pieces are as a rule more

interesting thart the more sophisticated attempts of the
cosmopolitan carver.

The explanation for this difference

in quality probably rests in a_common law of any art articles made in imitation of others, or made to fill a
required market are almost always inf'erior to natural creative work.
About three years ago a young peasant carver, J. Moya,
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eame into the public aye because of his really fine plaques.
His subjects were simple

peasants at work in the field,

orperhaps a peasant woman carrying water from the well.
Always he used a background of Mexican countryside.
•')o-',,

Some-

1

times' his subject was intensely religious in spirit, express-

~a~-~1-th a· genuine depth of feeling,

ri()l

His compositions were

al~ii~s fortUnate, and frequently the propor.tion of' the

r'igurJfs wa.s badly of'f"

Usually he worked in deep bas_.relief',

'6niy 'b'ccaaionally carving in f'ull dimension.

However, the

\ralue of' the pieces was in the simple integrity of' the expr~e.sion of' an artist.

A f'ew years ago an exhibit of' his

\voi-kwas held in SanFrancisco.
ioo~uch for the simple peasant.
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The resultant f'ame proved
He became more interested

pulque and tequila than in his woodcarving.

He does

little work today, and gives small indication that once he
6~bu'ld, have. been considered a potential artist.

Several other

e'&~vers are at work, and soma of their pieces are nice. in'
...

~

,_;:--

;

'

tu1e and f'orm.

Whether any of' them will produce work of

iksting quality is only to be surmised, but it is certain

;t.hat the potential! ty is there.
Thera are f'ine tropical woods available f'or the carvers.
'rrla.b~seo mahogany is f'avored by wood:...carvers all over the

*6)-'id.ibecati~e'the grain is good; and the texture is ex-.
cellerit;f'or the purpose.
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CHAPTER XVI
ART·. IN EDUCATION

The schools or· Mexico have undergone much .o:f the· turmoil and strife accompanying each revolutionary period.
Their purposes and ideals have changed with the same sweeping regularity that the governments have been overthrown
and replaced.

Much the same situation exists in all of the

countries where the large major! ty of the lower •. classes is
illiterate. ·There is a distinct awareness on the part of
the administrators that the situation must be altered, but
so many experiments have been attempted that the education
o:f the masses is still an unaccomplished effort.
Each minister of education has contributed something
to the system, but as there have been few teachers available,
and as the peasants are inclined to be suspicious of education, progress has been slow.

Because the peasant in Mexico.

has been under a yoke for so long that he instinctively abhors anything resembling discipline, many years will be re..o.
quired t.o establish an equitable relationship between the
masses and those seeking for the democratizing of the educe.;..
tional system.
The art program, possibly because it has had more· atten..
than the so-called "classics" curriculum, has been fair-

·-·-·-·-·-···----~---.--

TYP\CAL MEXICAN SCWOOL-CUEQNAVACA
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ly successful.

There are three ways a child may acquire

an art education in Mexico.

First, most peasant children

are taught the trade arts at home at an early age.

The

potter;s child learns his father 1 s trade, the weaver 1 a his,
and so on.

Second, a number of' trade schools have been

tablished throughout the country by the government.

es-

Third,

the graphic arts are taught in outdoor schools supervised
by practising artists.
Both the trade schools and the open air art schools
came into being sirnul taneously with the renaissance of
Mexican painting.

They represent the eff'ort of Mexican

artists and connoisseurs of art to rehabilitate lviexican
arts and crafts.

The general idea. behind the trade school

is to teach some industrial art, such as the making of furniture.

The studeQts are allowed a great deal of' freedom.

Many of them produce work which is fresh and strong and alive.
In most of the groups,· the work is done directly in the
chosen medium (clay, wax, wood, paint, etc.) from the model.
One of' the painting schools was founded by Elsa Rogo 7
a graduate of' Columbia, and w:if'e of' Stef'an Hirsch, a wellknown American artist.

During a stay in Taxco, she was

impressed with the work of' some small boys who were eager
:for criticism and help.

Given headquarters in the local

school by the Mayor, she proceeded to give counsel to a
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group of boys ranging from ten to fifteen years of. age.

1

So successful was her experiment that the govei'nrnent took
over the school on her departure.
Near many of the markets of Mexico. City one may see
groups of children working under the supervision of an
artist.

They sketch and paint the scenes about them.

Although they are obviously inf'luenced by the work of
Rivera and Orozco, their work is somet1.mes ama.zin g, considering the age of the studan t. and the poverty of his
background.

It is possible that from these groups a few

artists will emerge who will develop an original style
from the techniques they have learned in this manner.
In an article written for the Mexican issue of'
Everyday Art, Jose Clemente Orozco, one of the greatest
living Mexican painters, states that the children. of his
country are particularly receptive to art instruction because of the background of their race.

He feels that the

natural expression of the Mexican is naturally a plastic
one..

He reasons tb at, because his race is largely inartic-

ulate, its faculty of sight is the greater.

Keen percep-.

tion is one of the utmost importance to the artist •
. Further, Orozco states that the Mexican instinctively loves
and desires things of beauty, so that handwork - the skilled

1 Everyday Art, Vol. 12, American Crayon Company, Feb., 1934.
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manipulation of form - is necessary to his being.
John Turner St. Etienne, English writer and arthistorian, and student of Mexican art, writes of' the
Mexicans:

"They are out-and-out realis.ts, ·endowed, not

with a literary, but with a visual 1ntag:t:nation. " 1
students in the Else. Rogo school, he says:
little and painted much •. But •• • l

Of t'he

"They reasoned

The ideas about art

which we consider incontrovertible truths, such as: Art is
an imitation of nature; or: One should only·paint beautif'ul
things; and similar axioms, were never pumped into their
heads.
either.

And therefore they did not reason about those ttlings
They pa:tnted simply to please themselves and others.

If' they couldn't
for the others."

pleas~

the others, it was just· too bad.-

Be feels that there is much hope f'or the

future of these young students, for they are acquiring technical knowledge as they need it.
That themethods of instruction in even the primary
schools are modern is evidenced in the statement of Carlos
Merida, Mexican artist.

He says:

"The teacher has

m

the

child an ideal element in \Yhich to develop creative func-·
tions.

If through care these functions are maintained up

to the time when the child reaches his full mental develop1

John Turner st.; Etienne,n One Way or Teaching Art,"

Everyday Art# (February and March 1934), pp,. 15-16;.
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ment, it is obvious that it will strengthen his reasoning
and thus he will be endowed with· superior analytical weapons··
and a better opportunity of self-expression.

The new pede..;.

gogy tends to obtain these results, and for this reason the·.
Section of Plastic Arts of the Ministry of Public Instruction i.s making every possible effort to implant modern
methods of teaching,. which can be adapted to our idiosyncrasy and to our environment.

These new methods are con-

trary to the servile manner of copying the standard model,
which is at war with the eagerness a.nd desire of the pupil
to find his own world, to say his own truth, to express his
1
intimate emotions."
It is difficult to replace emotions and creative impulses after the years and civilization have worn th.em
down.

It would be an impossible task to entirely reha.bili-

ta te the arts and crafts native to the country, as witness
our own attempts to revive the native arts of our own
Indians.

However, it will be interesting to watch the pro-

gress of education along these lines in Mexico.

It is high-

ly probable that a new art movement will emerge from this
intriguing country - amovement which will receive its ini.:...
tial impulse .from the spread of' art education.
1

Carlos Merida, ".Modern Methods in Teaching Drawing,"
Mexican Folkwaxs, ·(1934) pp. 27-29.
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CONCLUSION
It is possible to be both· optimistic and pessimistic
about the arts and crafts of Mexico.

It is perhapssi

nificant in this respect that the "craft belt" is slowly
moving farther and farther south away from the contacts of
civilization.

We have seen that the apex of development

in most of the arts was reached .in· pre.-Conquest times, and
that the cl'"afts introduced by the Spanish have in nearly
every case been dominated by this initial· jnf'luence.

Furth-

ermore, the sharp edge of' quality has been wearing away
s:Tnce the early part of the Nineteenth Century.
We al'"e, after all, living. today.
I

We cannot always

grieve for the better things of former yeal'"s.

It is certain-

ly true that the high peak of development in Mexican crafts
was reached some generations ago, but we must be fair enough
to realize that even today the craft impulse is high among
the peasants, and that. their products are more often than
not finer than those of other countries at this time.

Some

artists constantly deplore the fact that the good days are
gone, but others revel in the times as they are, and succeed
in wl'"esting from the very facta

o~

development and accelera-

tion of' pace an inspiration for creative output.
Any craft development :ts higher when the need for the
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product is existent.

The best of. the Mexican crafts fill

a definite utilitarian need among the peas en ts themsel vas.
No art can survive too m.uch col!'Jnercialism, or perhaps it
is fairer to say t}'1..at an industrialized art takes on .new
forms - new values - according to· the development, ·end the
demands .of the period in which it is produced. ·One regrets
that a fine and pure impulse canno.t be encouraged and promulgated, but art comes from within the human soul - an untaught
inspiration fans the flame of genius - and it has been proved
that education and the demands of civilization do stultify
the age-old creative impulse.

However, is it not possible

that out of the new way may come same good?

Perhaps we·

can nurse things along, but ultimately, is not time bound
to catch up .<-r.tth us?

Can we maintain primitive qualit.ies

in the midst of modern sophistications, and 1.f we can, how
long will there be a·place for them except as curiosities
of an age outmoded by modern development?

Gauguin was one

of the few painters who was able to throw off the effect of
his rightful period 1n returning to the s:tmplici ties of the
primitive.

But even if it has been done once, it is not

reasonable to expect that every artist can throw off the
shackles of civilization.
Let us once more examine the arts of Mexico in order
that we may place them in their correct category among

li.

ll5 .
their contemporaries.

In architecture, we find that the

typical domestic. dwelling is of adobe, one story 1n }?.eight,
of decided Spanish origin, and of a style which fits in
amazingly well with .. the topography of the Mexican country.;..
,.

side.

The features which make for the singular beaut·y of

the total effect are the gay colors of the walls, the addition of tiles to accent doorways ani arches, .e.nd the setting
of tropical plants, trees and shrubs.

Most of the church

arcbi tecture is definitely European in origin.

The irf- ·

teriors are more typically Mexican, showing a strangely
pagan love for display and rococco detail.

In the larger

cities, ·the busine sa buildings are of the European style
except for the few which are built entirely of tiles.

The

style is usually of the Nineteenth Century European type
which is not today considered good architectural form.
Basketry is a craft which bas never had the finest
possible development in Mexico, bu.t the product is strong
and durable, usually good in form, and decorated in typical ·
Mexican style with conventionalized animal, bird and flower
· forms, as well as the queer human figures found in so many
of their patterns.

The art is typically Mexican, and shows

little, if any, Spanish influence.
Mexican glass is rightly famous for its peasant character, its originality, an:l the art qualityofeach piece.
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As glass goes, this is crude and lacks the fine

d~velop;..

ment reached in other countries, but it is this primitive
quality that is an important part of its decorative value.
It is decidedly a Spanish art.
The lacquer ware is entirely Mexican in feeling and
origin, although there may have been some Oriental influence upon the work in earlier centuries.

The best Mexican

lacquer is of good quality, and the designs used are original and naively simple.

Although this work does not com-

pare with that of the Orientals in either quality or
decorative distinction, it is excellent

ot

its· kind.

Early Mexican gold and silver sm:i. ths excelled at their
craft, and they still are most successful, especially in
the fine silverware they produce.

Their work in the baser

I

metals is strongly influenced by tblt of the early Toledan
craftsmen, but even this work has maintained a true feeling
of Mexican design.
Although various influences have served to deteriorate
the pottery craft in Mexico, the sections about Guadalajara
and Puebla still maintain a high standard of. work, and the
product is one of the most interesting from the art stand;..
point among all of the crafts.

Some of the designs are pure

Aztec in origin; others show the influence of the Orient,
while of course the Talavera pottery is essentially unchanged in type from its early Spanish origin.

Some of the
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artists still originate their own designs, but even these.
are reminiscent of all of the patterns used for centuries
in Mexican ceramics.
The textile craft, too, :is still essentially Mex.ican

in character.

Some of the sarapes and blankets are too

gaudy for the ordinary taste, but others are very simple
in both color and pattern.

Mexican weaving is not to be

compared.with the work of the Oriental masters.

It must

be judged by di.fferent standards, according tothe quality
o.f workmanship and the virility o.f the pattern, aswell as
the choice and use o.f color.

The .w:ork lacks the delicacy

and minutedetail ofsophisticated decor, but here again,
the

artistic value is partially due to the. strength o.f

the pattern and color as against the intricacy of detail
o~

finer weaving.
The .future o.f Mexican art cannot be sa.fely prognosti-

cated.

It is in the process o.f a development which may

lead to one o.f two things - the complete disintegration o.f
the whole craft system, involving a loss to the world:,o.f
unique cra.fts and a primitive simplicity o:f style that seems
re.freshing to jaded palates.

Or, on the other hand, wide.

.

spread education may bring to the peasants an awarenessof
the value of the arts, with the attendant impetus to the
creative mind.

So far, civilization has not tended to the
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promulgp.tion of the arts, but Mexico is, after all, a
strange country, and it will be with interest that the
student watches the development of the arts there during
the next few years.
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